




Going into the next millennium, gear manufacturers
in every industry will need bold new machine and
tooling solutions to gain the advantage in fierce
competition worldwide.

They'll find it at Gleasontl'fauter.

What brings these two world leaders in beveland
cylindrical gear manufacturing together is a shared

commitment to delivering
new geannaking

technologies to
the global
marketplace .....
technologies that

ultimately lead to a
customer's ability to bring
product to market faster, more economically, and with
greater quality than ever before.

After all, ifGleason and Pfauter were that good operating
independently, then imagine what they can do together ...

Gleasen/Pfauter, The dawn of a new era.

Gleason / 1J>~t\l(]J'j]'rnm
The Gleason Works, woo University Ave., Rochester, NY M692
Phone: 716/473-HXX) • Fax: 716/4614348
American Pfauter LP.,.1351 Windsor Rd., Loves.Park, 1L ,61111
Phone: 815/282-3(0) • Fax: 8151282-3075

Pfauter-Maag Cutting Tools L.P., 1351 Wmdsor Rd., Loves Park, IL 6] III
Phone: 815/877~8900 • Fax: 815/877-0264
SEE US AT AGMA GEAR EXPO BOOTIH #100 CIRCLE 1100'
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workholding
solution willi immediately boost'
y,our part quality ,and Iproductivity.
C1amiPonl asymlm:etricall or lineg:u-
la~rsurfa,c,e-pitch diiamete:rcla.mp-'
ing is eur absolute specialty.

But let"sgel pr,eclse'

• Accurate to within 20 milUonthi
of an inc'h
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Let.'s discuss, an E Ur.: .preersten
workholding solution for you today!'
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Moore's Gaging Division draws on the
technical skills and experience of the
Moore Products Co", Instruments and
Controls Division, which produces
state-of-the-art compufer systems
and software for process control.
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Moore is large enough to
handle maior programs
and specialized enough
fa assure' you personal
attention. r.l: 1·215·646·7400 "'t.2352
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... IIIPUBLISIHIER'S IPAGE 1 _

conomic times are good right now in America and :in the gear induslIy. We're in the eventh year of an up eycl . The
tough shake-out of the W980 and early 90s are over. Orders are lip. Backlogs are atcomfonable lec el . We're looking
at waat prcmi e to be the biggest, 010 t suece sful trade how in the industry's history coming up in Detroit in October.
The rna t pre ing que tion on the immediate horizon seem 10 be "How long can the good time go on?"

It's tempting to pau e now and take a breath. After ail, i1 seems we've all 'pent the In t decade making adju tmenrs, alteration-
and upgrades, just trying to stay even. It would be nice to 1"1:1.ax.Unfortanately, we can't. In bu ine • you're either moving ahead
or falling behind. 'We owe it to ourselve and OIU companies to plan for th future-either good or bad,

Now. when Gar Expo 97 i on th berizen, i .:1 good time to look Ion and hard at our total operations and evaluate how wen
prepared we are for tomorro and the changes that win inevitably overtake u we enter the next century.

Begin with an examination of your machinery. Many of you have already taken advantage of the trong economy re upgrad
equipment, both hardware and oflware. If YOUI haven't. there's nevergoing to be a 'better tim to begin. Mechanical. machine" still
have their place in gear manufacturing, but companies thai plan 10 compete inw the next century probably ought 1.0 be integrating
CNC into their production strategic . The quality, flexibilitya:nd produclivity found in tile machine purchased by Ann Arbor
Machine (see lOry p, 25) can probably be had from most all of the major machinery manufacturers today ..

If YOIl have been upgrading, you have to ask yourself if you've done enough. Other hi-tech manufacturing approaches. such as
elM. CADI AM. ju t-in-time manufacturing. rapid protoryping and intranets, are areas to explore. They're notthe whole story.
and nOI. all of them win fit into your manufacturing system, but they're worth the lime 1.0 investigate. Om you honestly. ay no flew
products arc on the market that could improve your productivity and your bottom line?

It's tempting to take the money and land pal rather than risk being saddled with heavy debt when the bu iness cycle take an
inevitable tum for the worse ,(and we've been wailing along time for it). but that. may not be the wi e t choice.

Capital inve tmem decisi IlS are highly personal. and only you and your pocketbook can decide whether inve tiog in De

equipm m eo .....is the answer For your business, but, to my mind, unless you've made major upgrade in the la t five years., you
probably aren't planning on being in bu ine s through the next inevitable downturn in tile economy.

Macltines are .110tthe only thing~ nece nry ·10 keep your bu mess g-rowing. mnveSlmcllt in your people and their skills are ju.sl
as important, A recent AcOMA survey indicatesthat 59% of the oeiety' membership, said that their operating personnel needed
more educaticn and training opportunities. This tells me that the awareness of 'the "skills gap" in our industry i .certainly there,
What we are missing are enough creative solutions to closing it AGMA programs can only do so milch. What can YOII do, or are
YOIIdoing close to home, on your own factory floor, to make sure that current and future employee will have the uaining and edu-
cation lhey need to keep you competitive?

As if keepsigan eye on your investment ill machines and people weren't enough when planning for yOllr company's future,
there's the "global a reality. The question i 'that

I

~

home to grow your
will be both your potential

turing are al. 0 having and will
to 'the e changes a well.

Planning fi r the fumre ialway are never ru clear we
would like. and these day, it often seems the rule of the game change f ter than our
latest computers become ob lete, But now, on IheIIpside of a bll in s cycle, and next
month, when leading industry experts bowing the late t in goods and ervices willgath-
er in Detroit, might be good times for you 10 begin a sy rematic look at your operation.

Time are good. The indu try as a whole l nol in" urvival mode." There will never
be a better time to step back and take a look at where your business is and where it could
or shouid be going inlhe future.

The next move is yours.

(),III..Jf! /J

/jUf(Pf4M
Michael Goldstein

Publisher & Editor-in-Chief
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J Today, Lorenz is the single-source for
innovative shaping machine technology

and cuttirg tools for a wide ra1Qe
of reqJirenalts.

Higlrvolume ~ up to
mlsIroIr.esIrriUe.

Complex, multi-proc:essing systems-tooth
poilting, shuttle stroking, and oil

groove turning.

Automatic pert and tool changing.

SIln:Iard am special shaped fonns
cx:niliI9:I with 01.1 wcrti-Ieadlng cutting

tool am rnacIlile technology.

Get us involved.
Gall Uebheir-America
1465 Woodland Drive

Saline, MI 48176
313·429 -7225.
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The Gear Standards Challenge

I;ho wants or needs technical detail
about gearing? WhO' care about i.l?

I Three out of' every COlII'people who are
- - readingthis magazine make up ar least

75% of those who have an intere t in the ubject,
~he members of AGMA, EUROTRANS, .JGMA
and JSIM have an interest All the people attend-
ing Gear Expo in Detroit have' an intere t.

Clearly. however, the people with th mo t pres •
ing interest in our indu try are our customers, the
end u ers of gear products. Th un~ortunate reali-
ty, though. i that in many case , these cu torners
don't even .lrnow that's what they want.

What they do know is tllatlhey want products
!hat will meet their need and give them Ithegreat-
est valueava:ila:ble for their dollar, mark, yen,
pe 0 or whatever. And they want a way to tell
whe!her the gears they're buying will meet those
criteria. For liS as ellers of gearing. the que tion
becomes not whether we can de ign, manufacture
or mark.et a gear with 4, 5 01' 20 years of life; but
rather. "Is 'thi the gear my cu tomers want?" and
"Can they lockat what i being offered and iden-
tify what lh.ey w:iHget'?"

Our goal as engineer .manufacturers and mar-
keters of gear technology i to make it as easy as
possible for customers 10 an wer tho e question .
One of the items that will. make it easier for our
customer and their CII tomers i a common et of
gear rating standard with glcbal acceptaace.
These standards will allow customer to compare
apples with apple , 110 matter where they are
grown. They willie en the confusion as ociated
wilh Lite many diffierenl approache . to de igning
gear produ ts today,

The gearing community h begun this diffi-
cult project through the Intemarlonal Standards
Organization, (ISO). Members of AGMA,

EUROTRANS and lGMA have U had occa-
sions to meet and begin development of univer-
al standards. In 1993 the U.S. delegation eep-

re eared by members of AGMA became
Sectretariat and leader in the endeavor.

David L GeDrge

This is an effon open to input from anyone in
the gear industry. In fact. AGMA would wel-
come participation by you ami/or other engi-
neer in your organization .. Participaaion i a
win/win proposi1lion.Tbe standards-making
bodie benefit from your expertise, and you gain
the experience derived from networking with
other global players, which is invaluable a . a
training or learning tool. You also gel tile vital
opportunity [0 have YOllr ay about wlrla'i the e
tandard should be.

Unfortunately. time and manpower are alway
in short supply. and direct participation i not
always possible. There are, however. other way
to contribute, Corporations, such as General
Motors, Caterpillar. Cincinnati Gear, Gleason
Corp. and Falk, havecontributed significant time
and dollars to the A.oMA Foundation to help fos-
ter thi effort. The Foundation was established to
fund. research. education and tins 150 initiative.

[f your company's customers are global or are

buying globally, then you should consider being a
part of thi task, which win in part shape your
future. Having input into new common standards
give your company a say about the new global
rule for tapping gear markets. A eall jo Joe
Franklin or Bill, Bradley at A.oMA can put your
organization at. the forefront of thi endeavor.

In 'the July/August issue of Gear Tecll1l%g}'.

Mr. Eliot Buckingham stated thal he sometimes
feels the need for an American Gear Users
A soeiatian, I agree with his focu . In fact, the
AGMA and ANSI rules for "balance" on techni-
cal committees require that the user community
be repre ented, B,y working toward one univcr al
ei of gear standard, weare beading toward mak-

ing it easier to. de line whal u en; canexpect Irorn
the technolo.gy available.

The road ahead is a long one, hut the as soci-
arion working together toward common stall-
dards will increase our value to the u er of gears
and simplify OEM and user decision making.

Wouldn't you like to be a part of 'the proce s? 0

AGMA OFfERS

GEAR TECHNOLO-

GISTS A CHANCE

TO HAVE

HANDS-ON

INRUENCEON

IfANUFACTURlIIB

STANDARDS.

David L G.eorge
is 1997 Chairman of AGMA.
HI' is also rhr Vi,.,. lor of
Salrslor the Fall.
Corporation, a SWWSlrlJlW
Company.

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER ,.17 '9



This Dog Eat Dog World...

Callyo~r local ~
aullionzed LMT • FETTE

~ distributorl

.. ,I?oduc:tivitya nd efficiency
are everything', You need hobs
that perform with superior accu-
racy and efficiency..You need
hobs you can rel!yon, day after

day, to maintain maximum productivity. You need
LM1i-Fetfehobs.

For almost a century, LMT·feftehobs have pro-
videda competitive advantage. Engineered fo meet
your specific manufacturing, requirements, IlMT-Fette
hobs prod'ucethe ,highest qualily gears at the fastest
possible rate. And Wi-Fette hobs are so precise,
efficient and free· cutting, they reduce wear and
tear on your machines, provide l'enger tool
life and minimal down-time. In other
words, they'll take a big .biteout of
operating costs!

LMI-Fetteoffers 01 wide vadety of productiyity-
,enhancing hobs,inc'iud,ing:
Solid Carbide Hobs for Dry Machining

• Maximum Speed and Productivity
• Cleaner Shop, Parts and IEnvironment

'Heavy Duty Roughing and F,inis'hingIHobs
• 2-3 limes Faster than Conventicnol Hobs
" Staggered leethfor Smoother Operation

Indexable Carbide Insert Hobs
" Reduced Downtime by ~xchClnging Pre-set

Segments on Machine
" Carbide Insert Grades to' Match Gear Material
• No Resharpening

Slcive Hobs for Hord'ened Gears
• Removes Distortion !Faster than Grinding
• Use as Pre-grindingl Hobs to Reduce Gri:nding Time

Gash Master Hobs with the Most Gashes Avoilobl'e
• Faster, More Productive Cycle Times

Gear Gashing CuBers
• Rough Machining of Large Gears
• Wi.th Bore or End Mill Style

Resharpening Servic:es Availabl'e

•,
.

SEE US AT
AGMA G~AR EXYO

BOOTH 1530

CIRCLE 104

LEITZ METALWORKIING TECHNOLOGY GROUP

aGHILERII'T • IFETT,= • KIENIINGER

3725-1 N. 126TH ST., BROOKFiElD, WISCONSIN 53005, • PHONE: 800-225-0852 • FAX: 414-783'5043



_------------'GIEARIP,ROFILES-------------
The First Lady of Gearing

Now William Gleason~soldest daugh'f,e."Kate, he#)ed build a company
while making a place for herself in a "man's world."

D I'll [871, Irish immigrant WilI:iam

Gleason, owner of a machine

tool business i~ Ro~hester, NY,
I suffered a terrible blow. Glea-

son's 01'11 Tom died, The loss was not

merely a personal one. Tom had been his
father's assistant. and the enior Gleason

bad no one to fill the gap and help him

carry on his business.
Help came from a most unexpected

quarter. Tom's little half-si ter, Kate. age
] I, overheard her father lamenting,

"What am I going to do without Tom. If
only hi sister had been a boy!" ']::0 her,

the solution seemed obvious: The next
day she hawed upa] the shop. asking to
be put to work.

Perhaps he was t:ill too ab orbed in
his own grief to notice, Maybe he was
concerned that he might hurt his daugh-
ter's feelings, or perhaps being married

to a woman who claimed Susan B.
Anthony for a dose friend gave him a

different perspective on a woman'
"place." Whalever the reason, WiUiam
Gleason did not do what any proper 19th
century American father would have

done. He didn't send Kate home. Instead
be took her up on her offer and launched
the unlikely career thal would help make
Gleason Corporation one of the foremost
companies in gearing around the world.

A't a 'time when women' uffrage was
still :forty years away, higher education
was thought to endanger the delicate
health of young femaJe,and a woman's

place was definitely in the home. Kate
Gleason became her father's right hand
"man," keeping the books, travelling
around A_merica and to Europe alone to
sell machine tools and providing much of
the public "face" of The Gleason Works.

Nancy Bartels

Even by today' . tandards, Kale
Gleason's accomplishments are impres-
sive. By the standards of her own times,
they are remarkable.

By 1880, when he was 14, she was
The Gleason Works' bookkeeper. In
1884 she became the first woman to

enter Cornell University's engineering
pI'Ogrram. She never did gel her degree,
however, because she had succeeded in
making herself almost indispensable to
her father. The firm was struggling, and
he couldn't afford to pay the salary of
,Ihe man he had hired to replace her. I
Before her freshman year was over, she
had to return home, a loss that devastat-
ed her. But she rallied, and in 1888, aged
22, she made her first "road trip" to Ohio

to sell machines.
By 1890 she was the Secretary-

Treasurer of The Gleason Works and its
chief aJes representative. a position she

held until 19 B.
In 1914, she was the first woman to be

elected to full membership ill the
American Society of Mechanical

Engineers, and in J 916 she was one of
the first women to be elected to the
Rochester Chamber of Commerce and
the first woman elected to the Rochester
Engineering Society.

But the East Co tand the Midwe t

were not a broad enough field for Kale's
ambitions for the company. In 1893, at 27,

she made her first trip 10 Europe. She had

been ill, and her doctor suggested she go
to Atlantic City Ior a rest. She toldhim
that wasn't po sible becau e she had no
cu tomerslhere. Wntead, he toured
England, Scotland, France and Gennany

and came back with orders from some of
the most prestigious companies in Europe.

]t was a breakthrough trip for The
Gleason Works, for America and for Kate
per onally. Jame Gleason, current
Gleason CEO, credit his great auntwith
layingtbe groundwork for Glea on's

presence overseas. Today an average of
two-thirds to three-fourth of Gleason's

sales are made outside the U.S. Wn1893.
when automobiles were still impractical
toys forlhe idle rich and Amenca was
not yet anyone's idea of aglobal indu •
trial powerhouse, Kate Gleason's Euro-
pean trip marked one of the earliest
attempts by an .American manufacturer ,10

establish averse market.
GLea 01'11 had already established her-

self as a witty, knowledgeable and

spunky lion-conformist and nobody's
fool when it came 'to machine tools, but
Ihe trip abroad brought her even more

self-confidence and a poli II which
would stand her in good tead the re t of

her life.
Miss Gleason's Grand Tour

In those days it. was Dot UIlCOfILmOIl

for well-brought-up young women to
sePTEMBER/QCTOBER 18·;·7 1'1
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Now You Can Meet ISO 9001:Gear lnspecticn
Demands With A Siimp:I'eMouse Clkk

Yes, it'.s that eas~ logecaccepVrejed test results to I 0, AGMA,and DINstan~ards y,1th Mahr's
Dew DFI 890 series double flank gear roll testers, Easy-to-use, Wwdows® '95-compatihle
WtnGearl!: test and evaluation software lets you determine Total Composite, Tooth-to-Tooth and
Radial RUDou! errors with a single mouse click

There's much more, of course, Including Mahr's field-proven modular mechanical design and,
on the model 896, a highly sensitive leaf spring Iransmlssion which allows measuring force
adjustments to 0. ounces - an especially critical feature for testing plastic and powdered metal gears,

For FREE FACT.S';.contact the MQkrgear measurement s/Jecialists:
1-8()()-969-13Jl Fu: 513/489-2020, -

~
The Measure of Your Quality

Mahr Corporation
11435 Williamson Road' Cincinnati, OH 45241 • Phone: 1-800-969-1331 • Fax: 513/489-20.20

Gd Iii G£fl1 WIlh Mdr'l MdrowD l'rogaf'll
FIUIfIr]-promt, luuul-hLLl gear mtlLlllril'!g /bOIs" PC conlrolkd, dl!ubi. flanJc m.U 141m" CNC Ill14lytimJ grar and

form .t<llm" S.ifi1ltJinisit /at tgUipmrofat gear tooth profila

SEE US AJ A'GMA GEAR EXPO BOOTH #655
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__ GEAR PROfiLES •
make the "grand tour" to Europe. They
went for "fillisll.tl1g," to see the art of
Florence and Rome, the couturiers of
Paris. "to take the waters"at spas in
Bavaria and Switzerland and sometimes

to find husbands. They travelled in the
first-class cabins ofthe best ocean liners

with cart loads of luggage and were

always carefully chaperoned.

But. Kate Gleason was no heroine
from a Henry James novel. She travelled
alone on the cattle steamer Mongolian
out of Montreal, bringing with her only a

working knowledge of French and
Gennan (which both gOI considerably
better), one good black: dress and a Letter

of introduction from Henry Sharpe of
Brown & Sharpe. (The letter was so use-

ful that Kate sent half her earningsfrom
this trip to Sharpe, who returned it to her.)

There were 14 other passengers, all
men, who. in spite of her unconvention-
ality; were pleased to take turns walking
the deck with her, In the interests of

fairness and to avoid any ill feelings, a

stopwatch was used to make Slife no one

got more than his allotted time with
Miss Gleason,

It wasn't just the lack of choice that
kept the men clamoring for her attention.
The young Kate Gleason was a pretty
girl of average height and very straigln
posture with bright blue eyes. She wore
glasses •. but turned this presumed fatal
flaw to feminine beauty into another
symbol of her individuality by carrying
a lorgnette.

She was, by all accounts, widely read,
.3 wonderful conversationalist and a witty
raconteur. She could talk knowledgeably

about. everything from gear 'engineering
to animal husbandry. She was energetic.
enthusiastic and given to sly fun. Her sis-

ter Eleanor liked to tell of her habit of
hiding whatever novel she was reading

inside a leather prayer book cover, so she
could cultivate an image of pious devo-
tion while enjoying herself.

A man could do worse than spend
time strolling the decks with the likes of
Kate Gleason,

She never married, but one suspects
that was more because she was having

too much fun doing everything else than
from lack of opportunity,



_-----------GEAR:PROflLES------------1890 ),alth ugh he alway denied this. [old Mi Benneu, "I had my hairWhile Gleason bad learned as early as
1.888 that. the negative of being a female
in bu ine could be turned to a po itive
(see sidebar), it. wasn't until her trip tn

Eu[npe in the ~890s that she learned to
u e that iool toits 'bet advantage.

Family legend ugge ts that Gle on
wa not above sho ing up for work in
overalls (nearly unthinkable in. the

Miss Gleason
Pays A Sales, Call
The following is from a letter

Kate Gleason wrote to, her brother
on 0 tober 25,1888.

-Dear Jim.
I have just retumul from a follr

days drumming trip down in Ohio
,and in the course of my tTavels I ,took
,an order for a largi!planer and sa'W
thi! Cincinnati Centmnial Exposi-
tion. You see, Father has hem out of
trJ'Wnso muclJ lately that I thought it
'Wouitl be 'Wellforhim 10 stay home...
'While I 'Went after this order. ... I met
.Mr. Arthur Curtis ,on the train. 1
aslud him not to ttll you ahout my lit-
tle trip for fiar 1 wuuldn't get thi!
order, in 'Which,case J 'WOuldrather
you r:emained in dm.se ign(Jcrance.

-Yllu see, 1had II good many pak-
ings of my valiant spirit. The cus-
tomer's:name 'Was.Rudolph Schneih.le.
That sounded as if be might be a
Dutchman, and' if he 'Wn't an Illd
Dutchman, the cbances'We?T he 'WOuld
not lib to have Q fascinating ]"ung
woman lib me after his order for
machine toolsand might put me out at
the end ola shotgun. But fortunately
for me, Mr. Sdmeible is young, 'Ilnly
23. lind he has until lately attended a
J~suillOlkge, is not used 10 girls, so I
managed to mau a 'crush' on him
fuite early in the morning. After J
secured his order, 1traveled around
Dayton to ,allan alJ the firms 1 had
t'lJtr heard of there, Qnd in t'lJtry case J
'Was treated 'With 'the most distin-
guished crmsitieratioll.' I had invita-
tions 10 go joT drives around tJx city
and til the show in the t'lJening, /Jut I
didn'l accept any of them. "

What is.true is that.prior to lIer European
trip. he never paid milch attention to her
clothes, wore her hair unfashionably
hort and was ometimes accused of
melling of horse (she loved [0 ride).

She told Helen Chri tine Bennett of
The Americall Magazjne in an intell'View
that even her mother'S friend, Susan lB.
Anthony, had suggested she do some-
thing about her appearance, "So I went
in for extremely feminine attire." she

dressed and wore violets in my muff and
lind some oft. frivolous gowns made.
This attention 110 dress repaid me well.
Some of my cusierners poke to me
twenty year after about a certain dres
or hat that m wore when I made a 'ale .•
learned to value clothes. to love dOilies
and to use clothes,"

The PanJJ E _position
lBy 1900, when Gleason was repre-

elllil1gLlle company at the Paris

[WOOD [K{L%+~~oo
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Exposition, this investment in "finish-
ing" paid off. The display of Gleason
planers. was placed, along with the wares
of orne other unfertunate companies
under the stairs in a dark comer. One
Swedish company went so far as to ask
their ambassador to intercede for a
change of location to no avail

Kate took 3. different tack She went to
see the exposition manager. She drew
him out about the difficulty of his ta k
and the strain of his enormous responsi-
bility. She listened sympathetically and
never once mentioned her own troubtes.
When. t:bemanager finaljy got around to
asking about hercompany's exhibit and
discovered its location. he personally
arranged for her to have her choice of
one of 'the best places in the hall,

But Kate Gleason was not all frills,
furbelows and feminine wile. She
could be very tough-minded and aggres-
sive, and she understood the u es of
publicity. In the Bennett interview she
said, "Susan B. Anthony . . . had
impressed one fact upon me while Iwas
growing up. 'Any advertising is good,'
she said. 'Get praise if possible. blame if
you have to. But never stop being tilled
about.' I have come to believe that
absolutely. mn tho e early days m was a
freak; I talked of gears when a woman
was not supposed to know what a gear
was. ~t did me much good. For, no matter
how much men disapproved of me. they
were al. lea t intere ted in eeing me, one
distinct advantage I had over the ordinary
salesman."

Untortunately, this was still a time
when "decent" women only had their
names in the papers three time -when
they were born. manied and died. Gleason,
for aU her inl.emgence, talentand success,
was an anomaly-a woman jn a man's
worId-a fact that was tough to' swallow,
even for her own family.

By 1.913, her brother
Andrew and others were
complaining that she was
"overbearing and difficult
to. work with." and the
siblings found lhemselves
on opposite sides in a
number of important
business decision .
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"A Wonderlbl Me£hanic"?'
Another part of the problem may l1av,e

been Kate' growing reputation as "a
wonderful mechanic," which was only
partly deserved. While no doubt he was

The SOUJt:e of the story jhat she did
may have been Henry Ford, who, it should
be noted, regularly called hi tory "bunk."
He was in the habit of describing the plan-
er as "the best machine ever invented by a

extremely knowledgeable about the. woman." No matter how often Gleason
Gleason product line, contrary to papillar tried to deny that she was the inventor (it

wisdom and the fact that she was admit- was her father), the story stuck.
ted to ASME on the basis of her "contri- Still her travels and her forcefull per-
butions to gear design," she did nOI. sonality did make her the most well-
invent the Gleason gear planer. known Gleason, which may have been

•••

A/W Systems Co. announoes that It is now a
manufacturing source 01 spiral g.ear roughing
and finishing cutters and bodies.

We also can manufacture new spiral
cutter bodies in diameters 01 5' through 12"
at present.

A/W can also supply roughing and finishing
cutters, hardware and replacement parts tor
most 5"-12" diameter bodies.

Whether it's service or manufacturing, con-
sider us as an altemative source for replace-
ment parts and hardware as weill as bodies
and cutters.
You'll be· tn for a pleasant surprise.

NEWI~Straight Beve'l Cutters.

1

IFloyal Oak, Michigan 48067
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Ultimately. in 1913, Gleason. resigned
from the company and while that may
have eased tensions witru'n the family, il
certainly didn't get her to conform. She
simply went 011 1.0 build another career.

Lite .After Tile Gleason Works
In 1.914she was the first woman to be

appointed receiver by a bankruptcy
court. She undertook the reorganization
of the Ingle Macbine Co. of East
Rochester, NY. The company's stock wall

A Letter to
The Times

A letter from Kate Gleason to the
NI!'W York Times dated May 18,1910 ..

The New York Times
Editorial Dept.
New York City

Gentlemm,
There 'Was tJ paragraph ahout me

in yourpaper ofMay 15th that I wish
'Were a/I so-but il isn't. The para-
graph is headed "Feminine Mechan-
ical Genius'" and credits me with
designing our Bevel Gear Planer
when tbe nearest 1 have come to
designing it is in .having afather and
a brother smart enol4gh to do it;

My place in the hu.sinesr is
Secretary and Treasurer. You see, I
have captured two jobs, but neither of
them have anything al all to do 'With
designing.

Is there any chance you can over-
take that mistake 'Witha t:orrection' It
will oblige me very much if you 'Will
tTy. Abol~t the most important train-
ing for the treasurer is not to tau
'What does not belong to one, and it
looks to me tnthough I would be '

falling do'Wn on my own job if 1 get
credit for other people's "Work.

Yountruly,
Kate Gleason



_-------------I'GEARIPROFILE.S-------------she was one o:f the tough and courageous
pioneers carving out aplace for women
in what was understood to be a "man's
world" i without dispute; however. the

accomplishment she i most often credit-
ed with. the invention of the gear planer.
is the one he didn.'t. achieve,

What she did do i often overlooked.
Her real legacy is in being what

Christopher Lindley in Notable Amer·
ican Women calls, "the invaluable mid-
dle link between her father's inventive
genius and the business world ..... that

worthless, and it was $1.40,000 in debt.

In a year and a half, all the debt were

paid, and when Gleason returned the
company '10 its hareholders in 19H, it

had earned one million dollars.
hi [917. when the pre ident of the

First National Bank of Ea t Roche ter
went off to' World War I. Kale Glea-
son was named acting pre idene, the

first woman in America to hold such a.
po t. II was then that he realized the
potential for uburban residential and
industrial development and during
the next few years she helped to'

launch eigl.n. new businesse in the

East Roche ter area.
The largest of these was the Concrest

community, a ubdivision of one hundred

low-co t. poured-concrete'. six-room
house • along wilh a counlE)' club. golf
course and park. WHh omesucce •
Gleason tried to apply the techniques of
, tandardization and mas production be

had Jearned in gear manufa turing La
home construction. The UOilS sold for as
little as '4,000 and could be purchased
for a small down payment. and $40 a
month. Some of these building are till

occupied.
This econd career in building and

real estate not only brought her con ider-
able wealth in her ownriglll, but to

Berkeley, CA. In 1924, she was called in
to advi e the city on rebuilding after a
di asirous rue there. She also built a

number of homes in Sau alito, although
much of the property was taken over to
provide the northern approach to th

Golden Gate Bridge. She nl 0 bought
property in Beaufort. se, and in
Septmorus, France, where she helped the
village rebuild after the WM'.

But Gleason's intere t were not
devoted exclu ively to busine s. She w
generou with her money and involved in
a number of'charitiea, many time anony-
mously. She contributed '10 ,!I number of
cause • from a Catholic orphanage in San
Francisco to Johns Hopkin University,
as well libraries and schools. At the
time of her death in 1933, he was in the
middle of building an artist • and writer '

colony on her South Carolina property.
Gleason's place in the history of

American. gearing is an ironic one. That

helped '10' build her family's smaU

machine-tool factory into tile leading
American producer of gear cutting
machinery." 0

Thanks to Jan (Mr. . James) Gleasonfo.r
her help with thl's ani le.
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features and procedures are applicable to all-

enveloping and concave worm gearing as well.
Defmition of Terms

TIle Worm Shafl. Axial pitch deviation is the

difference between the design pitch and the actu-
al measured pitch of II designated number of
pitches measured at the same radial distance from
the axis. (See also lead deviation.)

Cyclic error is an error that occurs duringeach

revolution of the element under consideration.
Lead deviation is the difference between the

design lead and the measured lead or helix. Since

the lead should be equal to the axial pitch multi-
plied by the number of threads, this also provides

a check on the axial pitch. (See also cyclic error.)
Profile deviation is the difference between the

design profile and the actual measured profile.
With an. involute helicoid! thread form, this setting
is deri ved from the base diameter and the base

lead angle.

Transverse pitch deviation is a measurement
taken fr'Om one pitch to the next at the same radi-
al distance. but at right angles to the axis, in a
worm with a number of threads greater than one.
This provides a check of the accuracy of the

divide mechanism in the thread finishing process.
The Worm W1uel. Adjacent pitch deviation is

the difference between the design pitch and the

actual measured pitch of two adjacent pitches.
The maximum adjacent pitch error will be that
which occurs where the difference between the
idealand measured pitch is the greatest of (he

pitches tested around the circumference.
Camulotive pitch deviation is the difference

between the design dimension and the actual mea-

sured dimension 'Of any two teeth more than one

pitch apart. The number of pitches to be covered
is usually stipulated, and the error will be the alge-
braic slim 'Of the adjacent pitch errors of aU the
intervening teeth taken over that number of teeth
over which the maximum deviation occurs. This
value will also take account of eccentricity, which
of itself increases cumulative pitch error.

Profile error in a worm wheel tooth flank. .i
imposed by the cutter with which the gear is gen-

erated. Since the shape of the profile changes at
each position across the flank of the teeth, mea-
surement is not practicable, and the correctness of

Worm GearM,e:asurement
Cedric Barber

everal articles have appeared in this pub-

lication in recent years .de.aJmg With. the.
princ.iples and ways in which the inspec-

__ tion of gears can be carried out, but these
have dealt chiefly with spur, helical and bevel
gearing, whereas worm gearing, while sharing

certain common features, also. requires an empha-
sis in certain areas that causes it to. stand apart
For example, wh:ile worm gears transmit motion

between nonparallel shafts, as do bevel and
hypoid gears, they usually incorporate much high-
er ratios and are used. in applications for which

bevels would not be considered, including drives

for rotary and indexing tables in machine tools.
where close tolerance of positioning and backlash

elimination arecritical, and in situations where
accuracy 'Of pitch and profile are necessary for

uniformtransmission at speed, such as elevators.
turbine governor drives and speed increasers,
where worm gears can operate at up to 24,000 rpm.

Most quality worm. gear sets consist of a paral-
lel. wermhavingthe thread flanks in the form of
an involute helicoid developed from a base circle.
The worm wheel is generated by a cutter, the
shape and radius of which approximate the form
and size of the mating worm with detail differ-
ences that may be unique to the manufacturer.
This article deaJs specifically with this type of
worm gear, although most of the following

Wonn (MOIor Driven)

\
Rotary Grating

I

Linear Grating

Proce 50r

Graphical Readout
Fig. 1
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this depends almost totally on that of the cutter and
the setting. Frequently a gear manufacturer will
modify the profile in order to provide a facility for
deflection and!th ingres of lubricant.sc the hape
may intentionally vary from that oflhe worm,

Measurement
Worm shaft. The deviation in pitch and lead of

a worm can be ascertained by mountlng the com-
ponent between centers in ill te l machine and then
po iliorung a stylu touching a flank in the ame
horizontal plan as the axis. The probe is loaded
and set to rno e parallel to 'the axis the worm i
rotated, The two movemem are coordinated 0

that the probe follow !he path of th uue lead.
Any inaccuracy in the lead will move the stylu ,
which eau es the relative movement [0 be regis-
tered and rec rded in the control sy: tern.

:Fig. ~ show diagrammatically the main compo-
nents in a modem lead lest machine where the rotary
and linear gratings are coordinated Ihrough the
processor or control sy tern. which produces the

results in the fonn of a graph and any error valu s in
microns. The machine of thi type used at Holroyd
was designed and built irl-,bouse and Ii capable of
measuring lead and, therefore. pitch to an accuracy
of ] micron. It i described in greater detaitl in the
section dealing with itngle flank testing.

Tran verse pitch deviation can be obtained by
mounting the worm in a pitch te ting machin ,as
shown in Fig. 2. with the tylu et 10 a position
abouthalf wa.y down the flank. and the increm 11-

tal divisions set tothe number of threads in the
wonn. The slyl.lIs will then eater and, after con-
tacting the worm flank. retract. until. the next flunk
is available. The tylus will register lite position
and possible deviation of the !lank • which i a
function of the amount of the deflection of tile sty-
lus. The machine at Holroyd will measure pitch
errors "on the fly," (hat is, while the component is
rotaling ccnnnuou Iy, with the tylu.s being insert-
ed and withdrawn automatically.

The profile can be checked as hown in Fig. 3,
where a stylu i set to the root of the worm thread
at a po ition olIset from the axi at a radiu equal
10 the base radius and at an angle equaJ (0 th ease
lead angle. When the worm. i held rigid, it sh uld
be po sibleto draw the stylus along the flank.
scribing a llllight line. Any deviations 'Ihal regis-
ter on the dial gage indicator or meier arc dimen-
. ional errors in the profile.

Worm .Wu.'el. When confirming the adjacent.
and cumulative pitch errors ina wonn wheel. it i .
necessary to mount Ihe component on the-spindle
or table of a pitch te I machine and ensure thaI il
is concentric by reference to a Ioeation or diame-
ter provided for thai purpose. A mentioned

'---- Precessor

Gruphica] Readout

Fig. 2

Dial Gage IlkIIclI!QI"

.'lg.3
Shdeway

earlier. the machine functions by rotating !he
wheel and a stylus mounted in a po ilion level
with the center line of the component, As shown
in Fig. 4. the tylus enters tile pitch spaceand
retract- when touched by the flank of each tooth.

Cedric IBarber
is TtCItIllCa1 Sales Mat!(Jg.~r.
Wornl Gears at Holroyd.

In thi - way, the po ition, of 'each flank is regi tered Milrl1"!)l~:Rochdolt.
relative to jhe position of tile next. and when the Eng/Md. HI! lin O~ r 40

vears' experience jllge"r..full circumference has been covered, a picture is ing and has wrimm Q num.
available through ill proee or that hows a full ber 0/ articles all worm

picture of each toolh po ilion. The charts in Fig. 5 g~an and rtlaled topics.
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illustrate an example taken from a 45-tooth. worm

wheel, Sa showing the tooth-to-tooth spacing
errors and Sb the cumulative situation, which also

demonstrates the eccentricity.

To check the compatiblliry of the profile
with that of the mating or master worm, it is
usual to assemble the two at correct centers in a
test rig, apply Prussian blue to the worm thread
and adjust the wheel axially until a contact
marking, which is a mi.rror image of the one
apparent on the opposite side of the tooth, is
obtained on the flanks.

Worn, Siw/t Wrll, Wonn Wheel. Backlashcan

also be confirmed in this operation by placing a
dial gage indicator at one point of the worm wheel
with the stylus loaded and located touching a

flank of the component. By preventing movement
of the worm and attempting to rotate the worm
wheel in each direction, the inspector is able to

read the full rotational movement possible. which
is the backlash,

The operations outlined can be carried out in
the machine area and, if errors outside the specifi-
cation are detectedand there is sufficient materi-
al remaining on the component, rectification may

be practicable. Even then, these procedures can
only give an indication that the gear will fulfill the

designer's requirements, the ultimate proof being
a dynamic test with the worm and worm wheel
assembled in a test machine that simulates the
eventual operating position.

One irrtermediate test. which has been per-
formed frequently in the past and which does
enable limited dynamic testing of the assembled
gears, is the double flank composite or rolling
test The composite error is defined as one
revealed by measurement of a dimension that is
influenced by two or more of the classic errors of
pitch, profile and radial or latera] runout, This test
consists of mounting the worm and wheel at the
conectcenter and height setting in a machine,
which is shown diagrarnmaticallyin Fig. 6.

The assembly is composed of a fixed pindle

upon which the worm wheel is placed. The worm

is mounted between centers in a carriage that is
spring-loaded to exert a pressure to cIo e the cen-
ters and is also connected toa recording processor.

Once assembled, the carriage is released so
that the worm is thrust into the worm wheel,

resulting in IIdouble flank contact. As tile worm is
rotated, it will move in or out of centers, these
movements being recorded in the processor.

This test does identify variations in tooth thick-
ness and the effect of errors, but doesnot facilitate
the identification of these errors, for example,

whether movement is caused by variable tooth
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thickness or an error of pitch. Also, it involve con-
tacts on both sides of the teeth and Ihreaas, in
which condition very few worm gear sets actually
operate, and at clo er than design centers, which of
itself can introduce effective profile errors where.
in fact, they may not truly exist.

Smgle Flank Testing
More detailed information can be obtained

from the single flank or transmission method of
te ling, which operates from the principle that
when a worm and worm wheel are assembled at
correct centers, and the worm i rotated at constant
peed, there is a sHgl'lt change of peed of the

worm wheel. w:ith each tooth engagement, as
graphically illustrated ill Fig. 7. This variation can
be the result of pitch or profile errol'S ineilher the

worm or worm wheel. cyclic.errors illl the worm or,
accurnulatively, eccentricily in the worm wheel,
which shows as displacement of the base line.

Fig. 8 shows the principal features of a
machine Oil which this test. is carried out. With the
worm shaft having center locations ground COIl-

centric to the bearing journal , the component is
located between centers and i driven by a geared
ervomotor with a preci ion optical grating

attached to the worm axis.
The mating worm wheel is secured onto a

rotary table, which is supported by a hydrostatic
bearing and also has a. precision optical grating
coupled to its axis.

When the worm is driven, the peed of the
wonn wheel would ideally be that of the worm
divided by the actual ratio of the gears, butin
practice there will be microvariation in peed due
to pitch and profile errors in the waveform shown
in Fig. 9. These are detected through the relative
dispositions of the grating's registering signals
through the central system. where errors to 1
micron can be identified.

The scale of these can be varied in order to
increase or decrease the dimensional representa-
tion. An example, which is taken from a 50H ratio
worm gear set, is shown in Fig. 10.

These values are in terms of Iinear measurement.
bUI by knowing the pitch or reference diameter of
Ibe worm wheel along which contact takes place,
they can be easily translated into angular measure-
ment in seconds of arc by use of the formula
412'5F/~, where F is the error in microns andd, the
pitch diameter of the worm wheel in millimeters.

It is necessary to perform the test with a small
amount of backlash present 0 that no contact with
the ncndrive flanks can occur, which otherwise
would lead to incorrect results. Particular care i
necessary here with the dual lead or duplex type
worm gearing, where backlash can largely be



adju led out to ensure clearance is present Having
carried out a recording of values forone direction
of rotation, the directions C&1 be reversed, and the
procedure repeated in order to obtain values for the
opposing flanks.

This method of gem:measurement provide sig-
nificant benefits to both the gear manufacturer and
the cu tamer;

For the manufacturer, the pitch-to-pitch probe
test cooflrms the position of each tooth relative 10

its partners, which erves as a check on the accu-
racy of the production machine, but, unlike with
the worm, it is 1101 practicable to check the tooth
fonn other than by a contact mesh test with tile
mating or a master worm.

Since !he single flank test take place with the
gears in mesh with several teeth partially in, engage.
mem, the effect of individual adjacent pitch errors
maybe negligible. and II more a curate assessment
01' the uIlimateperformance is po ible.

The influence of deviations ill profile can be
identified and in certain circumstances reduced by
modifying the profile of the wonn thread • this
being a relatively simpler operation than recutting
the wonn wheel.

A long-term olution to this problem would be
for a consideration of the methods of manufacture
and accuracy of grindingthe worm or of tile hob or
cutter employed in generating the teeth of the
worm wheel

It might al 0 be practical to increase the num-
ber of teeth in the worm wheel 'to ensure that a
greater proportion are in instantaneous engage-
ment. ince where a component contains II rela-
tively mall number, the deviation recorded for the
profile may exceed the effect of pitch and concen-
tricity errors.

For the user, the information derived provides
information relative to the likely dynamic perfor-
mance. The waveform can indicate the degree of
uniformity of motion. which will have a consider-
able bearing on the likely noise level. at peed, or
it will confirm tbe po itional accuracy to which
adjacent and accumulative pitch errors can only
give guidance.

For example, having this information and
knowing jhe start/finish position of the worm
wheel in the test. the builder of CNC indexing or
rotary tables can enter these values in the control-
ling softwareas a means of elf-correction.

A further benefit of this !iy tern is that when
performing the te t fOIi both. directions of rotation,
the results of the second or reverse operation can
be reproduced onto. the results of the first. as
demonstrated in fig. 1L When the uppe.r Iimuline
of the first test is positioned to coincide with the

L
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lower limit line of the second, the distance accord-
ing to the scale between any two points on the
curve . in a vertical axis is the backlash, [f the
curve .were to overlap at any point. tills would rep-
resent interference,

In the example shown.the major cause of devi-
ation of the CUIVe is eccentricity, and it can be
seen how this can influence ba.cklash,a particular-
Iy important feature where the wonn gears are
required. to operate in a situ tiolt when this has to
be closely controlled or adjusted.

The facility al 0 exists to carry out fast Fourier
transformer spectrum analysis on the wave form,
the results be..ing'quantified in Fig. 12a.

The baseline represents a number of periods of
frequency over one revolution of the gear. The
highest deviation occurs once per revolution,and
in 'thecase of thisexample, that will be the effect of
the eccentricity. There is then a second major devi-
ation at 50.00. which, with a 50-tooth wonn wheel,
represents each tooth engagement. Further smaller
deviations occur at greater frequencie , repre ent-
ing a breakdown of the various characteristics of
one "spark" or engagement, taken from thetrans-
mission test results, as shown Fig. 12b.

Information from this source can be invaluable
when analyzing noise or vibration levels in a.gear
unit, for example, at high rotational speeds and in
elevator machines. 0
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Special Machine Manufacturer
Brings Gear Making In- House

Better turnaround, quality and efficiency, but this move's not for everyone.

hen you have a multi-million-
dollar transfer line itting on the

sh.op floor waiting for gears that
might take up 10 two month to

gel, you have a co tJy bottleneck.
Ann Arbor Machine Co., a manufac-

turer of syachroneustransfer lines, dial
index table, broach machines, plastic
blow molding equipment and special
EDM machine, located in Chelsea. MI,
found it elf in this nuation.

Customer Deadlines Uindered
.By Laek of Gears

Ann Arbor Machine was jobbing out a
million dollars worth of gears 10 a vendor
over the course of a year. But turnaround
was at times approaching two months.
This severely limited the company'sabil-
iry to complete multi-million-dollar
metal-working equipment to meet its
customer 'deadlines.

To olve the problem. Ann Arbor
Machine looked at various options.
Would il. make economic en e to buy a
gear manufacturing company or to invest
in gear hobbing equipment and make the
gears in-house? With the majo.r:ity of its
gear needs being met with quantities of
one to three and sizes from I12" to 8",
could the investment be ju .tified? Would
either of these options bring the needed
response time'? And, if the work was
brought in-house. would new or used
equipment be the better investment?

New .Hobbing Machine Purchased
After looking to buy a local gear man-

ufacturer and finally abandoning this idea,
Founder and Chairman Robert Betzig
decided 10 bring the work ,itt-.house. He
hired Bob Turke, who at one time had his
own gear manufacturing company, to run
the department. Turke purchased a new
Gleason Phoenix [25GH six-axis, CNC
gear h bbing machine. a number .of II ed

Ray Mackowsky

shaping and shaving machines and an M &
M gear analyzer.

Turke said that Ann Arbor could have
gone with a used bobbing machine.
However, machines the company looked
at couldn't. match the gear-making versa-
tility, precision or quality that the new
machine offered.

For Ann Arbor, not only did .it make
economic sense to produce the gears in-
house, but gear turnaround, at times, was
cut to a matter of hours, "We feh that the
cost per gear was about the arne or a lit-
tle lower than sending gears to a vendor,
However, the most important thing for us
was to get gears when we needed them
and with consistent quality," 'Iurke said.

How to Decide
Turke ' aid that one way for a ecmpa-

ny to decide if it's worthwhile to bring
gear production in-house is 1.0 look at the
payback time. If a company can pay back
its initial machine investment in three to
five years, Turke believes that it would
be a good investment Also, by bringing
gear production in-house, lie feels that
quality can go up because of more strin-
gent controls and faster feedback if prob-
lems arise.

Turke added that three important
parameter hould be looked at before a
company decides on in-house gear man-
ufacturing: timing, quality and cost,in
that order.

Timing relates to the needs of your
company. What kind of turnarounds are
you getting from your current vendor? Is
the turnaround hampering manufacturing
of other parts or products? I i.1 causing
problems with customer deliverie ?

Quality is important If your vendor
isn't giving you what's needed, your end
product. i n't arisfying your customers'
needs, and you might lose 'them. Turke

To rr:tt1mllnt gt'07 productioll at Ann Arbor
Machint Co" most' gears haVI1 th« same pilch
and pre srlFe ,'!!Iglt:. ,GelJefTmanufactured rut
wually straight ~pur gears and some w.llh illttr-
nal pltnes ..
believes in-house gear production can
give yQU higher quality because you're
watching over every ~tep of theprocess,

Lastly, gear cost is significant. How
much can. you save by producing gears
in-house; or. conversely, how much will
it cost you to produce them compared to
buying them somewhere else? If you
have a very narrow election of gears to
make, it could be Ie expen ive to pro-
duce them in-hou e. But if yQU need
many different types of gears that require
honing, grinding, shaving and various
other operations in small 1.015, payback
could be lengthy because of the pedal-
ized operator skills needed and the
number of different machines required
to produce the gears,

[II the case of Arm Arbor Machine,
gears produced in-house were not signif-
icantly less expensive than out ourced
gears, but. the control over the proce s
and delivery times made the investment
in in-hou e manufacturing worthwhile.

Pit[ Us
Some of the pitfall of bringing gear

production in-house include the responsi-
bility of dealing with various vendors
that you might never have worked with

SEPTEIIo"IIE~.IOCTOIIE~ lU7 25



before, such as heat treaters. Wim in-

hou e manufacturing, you also need the
equipment to verify the quality from

these vendors, adding another expense
and additional demands on your time.

Also, competent gear manufacturing

personnel are hard to get. You'll. proba-
bly need an overall coordinator, the
department head and at least one good
production person, depending on your
needs. So now you have more payroll

and more personnel coordination.

New or Used?
Should you buy used equ:ipmentoi

new? Turke said that from a technology

standpoint, new equipment's production
speed will be greater, quality will be bet-
ter (new machine rigidity. superior CNC

controls, etc ..) and gear setup time will be
less because of the machine controls'
ease of use. On the other hand. late-
model used machines are sometimes
available with no lead time tor LI2 to 1/3
the price of new and. depending on the

High EHiciency
,on Mist 'Colillec:to,r'

Cleans oil m,isl' and 'fume·.s
'froml your ,facility

OIL MIST COLLECTOR Gardner IEnvironmental
Products has designed a
high efficiency ell mist
collector that wi,li capture
oil mist at the source.
The GA 600 is Ilight
wei'ght and easily adapts
to' most equipment
The GA 600 is lideal for
use in mac'hine centers,
wet and dry 9rind!in9
appllcations.

- Hi9h Velocity Iintake

.:3 Yea.r Limited Warranty

• Low Maintenance

-SOO CFM

• StatiC Pressure Gauge

GARDNER ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS

1201 W. LAKE STREET .' HORICON, WI
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application you have ill mind, they may
SI.I it your purposes.

Turke explainedthat another reason

for purchasing new equipment. is the pos-
sibly positive impression it may make on

potential customers. It might tip the bal-
ance in favor of your company and bring
in work. as it has for Ann Arbor Machine.
New equipment is also under warranty
and training is provided by manufactur-
ers. If you don't have trained personnel to

fix usedequipmem breakdowns can
cause significant production problems.

Financing
The question of leasing equipment

rather thaa buying it outright with cash
or with bank or manufacturer/dealer

financing is am option to be explored.

Each choice has its attractions. Leasing
allows you to use the equipment during
crunch Limes or for particular projects
and then return or upgrade it, but over the
long haul, it can cost as much a . buying
the machine in the first place. Every
company has different needs and expec-
tations for in-house gear manufacturing,

and this decision needs to be evaluated in
the light of them.

Gears Designed for Ease of
Manufacturing

There's more to manufacturing gears
in-house than simply bringing in the

machines to do the work. Through care-
ful planning, Ann Arbor Machine opti-
mized its production.

To streamline production at Ann

Arbor. most gears have the same pitch
and pressure angles. Production is usual-
ly limited to straight spur gears and some

with internal splines. AJI gear cutting on

Close-up of gear being' cut. All hobs are mad« of
PM 45 h(gh spee.t1 steel, TiN COaled wiJh A.A. tol-
erance. They have a single start and ./1 clms
"AM." line of action.



the new Gleason is done wi.lh S" long
hob except for straight-sided splines,
which are done wi.th 3" hobs,

AlI hob are made of PM 45 high
peed steel, TiN coated with an AA toler-

ance. They have a single start and a clas
"AAA" line of action.

Gear blam are machined in-bouse
using 41.50 pre-hardened steel with a
Rockwell C of 34-38. AU machining is
done afler heat treatiog.

To impJjfy workholding, custom gear
blank arbors are made in-hou e and use
slip-fit collars to fit the various blank
and allow fast changeover.

Turke said, "In six months' time,
we've made about 2,000 gears, of which
there are about 300 different types. We do J

up to eightpart changes per day on the
hobber, [n fact, we're 0 confident of it
precision and perfonnance, we 110 longer
do trial cuts. The fll'Sl gear off, we II e.

"Our quality from this machine bas
'been so good that we've produced unbe-
Iievable tolerances. We've can i tently
manufactured AGMA class 10 gears and
up to an AGMA class 14 gear on some!
elements with just a finish hob."

Bruce Colo imo, the machine' opera-
tor, aid thai he u uaily runsthe hobber a
bit slower than its capabilities to ave
wear and tear 011 the 'hob. If at gear can be
cut in 30 seconds, he'll do it in three or
four minute ,which, he said, is still fa ter
than most other hobbing machines he has
worked with.

Because of the simplicity of the
machine' operaror-fnendly software and
the Fanuc 32-bit, IS-megabyte corntroUer.
he can program a new gear inabout five
minute . A tandard storage capacity
exi t on the machine for up to I.()Oprevi-
ously developed part programs. The part
summary number i entered. and the gear
manufacturing data is downloadedto the .
CNC. Summary data.can be tran ferred to
and [rom a 3.5" floppy disk.

The Fanuc controller allow auiomatic
setup and control of'axial feed. radial
feed, hob position, hob speed and hob
wivel angle setting. This gives Colosimo

fast: erupnme . PhIS, to change hobs, he
simply pres es two buttons to chuck and
deehuck the toot. The hob i automatical-
ly aligned and the first part. off is a good
one. Hob changes take less than a minute.

The added efficiency of the new
machine has also opened up other oppor-
tunities. According to nuke, "Since we
have the production capability ... , ] can
easily slot in outside work: when] don't
need the machine for our gears."

While producing gears in-house may

not be the choice for every operation.the
flexibility, production control and new
business oppornmitie it can create make
ilan option worthexploring, 0

1------------------------
! IRayMack,owsky
I!I isa Micl1igan Regional Manager for the Gleason

Corpora/ion.

Tell Us Whit You Think ...
If you found this article useful or informa-
tive, circle 205.

For more information about Ann Arbor
Machine, circle 20&.

For more Information about Glelson, cir-
cle 207.
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_------------INDUSTRY NEW-:5

Gleason Corporation has
announced that agreement
has been reached IOn all
terms to acquire for approxi-
mately $36 million in cash
the Hermann Pfauter Group,
including. among other oper-
ations, Hermann Pfauter
GmbH & Co., a privately
held leading producer of
gear equipment based in
Ludwigsburg, Germany; its
76% interest in Pfauter-
Maag Cutting Tools, a lead-
ing cutting tool manufacturer
based in Loves Park, Il.; and
Pfauter-Maag management's
24% ownership interest in
that company. The acquisi-
tion includes all assets and
Iiabiljtie • including the
assumption of approximately
$56 million in bank debt.

The acquisition will move
Gleason into the number one
worldwide position in over-
all gear production equip-
ment and related technology ..

The Pfauter acquisition is
a major step forward in Glea-
SOli'S strategic plan. begun
in the early 1990s, to com-
plement its acknowledged
leadership in bevel gearing
by building its presence in
the cylindrical gearing mar-
ket, In 1995, Gleason. acquired
another German machine
and tooling manufacturer.
Hurth Maschinen und Werk-
zeuge GmbH of Munich.

The Pfauter Group,
founded in 1900, with opera-
tions in Germany, Italy and
the U.S., manufactures the
world's most comprehensive
line of gear cuning machin-
ery for the production
28 GEAR TECHNOLOGV

of cylindrical gears. Pfauter
employs more than 1,000
people and generated 1996
sales of approximately $175
million and earnings before
special charges, inter-est,
taxes. depreciation and
amortization of approxi-
mately $17 milJion. Gleason
said it expects to retain the
Pfauter trade name and key
members of Pfauter man-
agement in their existing
positions.

The acquisition will be
funded through syndicated
bank financing led by Chase
Manhattan Bank. Regulatory
approvals in Germany and
the U.S. have been granted.

McCarthy Wins E. P.
COnDen Award

Dave McCarthy, P. E ..
was presented the E. P.
Connell Award at the annual
AGMA meeting in Tucson,
AZ, this spring. McCarthy is
the V:ice President, Engin-
eering, of the Dorris Com-
pany, Inc. and Chairman of
the Gear Rating Committee
of AGMA. The award is a
memorial to Edward P.
Connell, presenredto candi-
dates who bring aboutim-
portam advancements in the
gear industry.

Oak. Ridge Offers New
Metrol~ogy Service

The Metrology Center of
the Dept. of Energy's Oak
Ridge Centers for Manufac-
turing Technology (ORCMD
is now offering lead master
calibration service, Using the
lead master and the involute
master, manufacturers can
test. in-house gear measuring

-------

Superabrasives tecilll%giststrain at North, Central Teehnicat College ..

devices for performance designation as "technologist"
accuracy. Tile center uses a for his or her work.
Leitz Precision Measuring The course was devel-
Machine to do the testing. oped as an outgrowth of the

The service is the second Partnership for Manufactur-
in a series offered through a11
alliance between AGMA,
NIST, ASME, ORCMT and
Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity. ORCMT anticipates
expanding its services with
the calibration of index, pin
and other gear masters.
Industrial Diamond Assn.
Launches New Training

Program
The Industrial Diamond

Association of America ha
completed the first session
of its new Superabrasives
Technologist Certification
Program at North Central
Technical College in Mans-
field, OR Twelve students,
including technical college
faculty. field sales people
and machine operators,
graduated from the week-
long course devoted to pre-
cision metalworking with
diamond and cubic boron
nitride tooling. At the end of
the course, each student
received certification and a

ing Productivity, an educa-
tional program originally
developed by GE Super-
abrasives. The Partnership is
now a division of the Indus-
trial Diamond Association.

More information about

the association headquarters
at 704-684-1.986. 0

GI1e,as,on COlrp,o,rati',on ACiqulir'es
The Pfautsr Gro,up

rail Us Whllt You Think ...
It you found this article of
interest and/or useful,
please circle •.



_------------SHOW'COVERAG'E-------------
THE GEAR LOVER'S GUIDE

TO DETROIT
he." trave.]Iing abo.ut in search

I

o~ gears and othe~ adventures,
WIse explorers bring along as

much important information as

they can. In the intere t of keeping our

reader as well-informed as possible. we

bring you the following collection of
Important Facts About. Motor City.

ICOBO HALL fACTS
"The"new," refurbished Coho Conferencd

Exhibition Center is one of the largest
convention facilities in the U.S. It now

spans more than ]7 acres of downtown
Detroit and has more than 700,'000 q, fl.
of ,exllibition space. There are 85 separate

meeting rooms, which are linked to the

exhibition halls by 26 escalators. The hall
i .named lor the late Albert E. Cobo,
Detroit mayor from 1950--~957. It is also
the site of the Michigan Sports hall of
fame and of one of Detroit's most recog-
nizable figures, a . tanre of Joe .LoLLi,
which graces the facility's main entrance.

Cabo .Hall at night.

DETROIIT BASICS
DOB: July 24. 1701

POPULAnON: 3.935.734lmetro area)

LAND AREA: 136.6 sq. mi. 1218.5 sq. k] - city
2,026.1 sq. mi. 13,241.7 sq. k) - metro

Altitude 581 feet (177 m) measured at the Detroit River

CUMATE
Average High/Lows for October in degrees F/degrees C: 63/11 - 41/5

LOCAnON
Distance in mi/kilos from

Atlanta 732/1177 New Orleans 107011724
Baltimore 514/827 NewVork 765/1224
Boston 509/814 Philadelphia 514/822
Calcutta 7705/12840 Pittsburgh 296/476
Chicago 275/440 St. Louis 541/866
Cincinnati 270/432 San Francisco 2399I38S9
Dallas 1158/1864 Seattle 2327/3144
Denver 1283/2064 Sydney 9547/15361
Indianapolis 282/451 Tokyo 6574/10511
London 3675/5913
Los Angeles 2288/3681
Mars 35000000/56800000 lat its nearest)

SHIOW BASICS
Who? Everyone with an interest in gears and gear manufacturing.
Whit? AGMA's Gear Expo 97. N A Decade of Performance. n

WItt,.? Cabo Hall. Detroit. MI.
When? October 19-22. 1997.
Why? To see the only intemationa I trade show devoted exclusively to the gear industry.
How? Contact AGMA headquaners 703-684-0211.

For more information. see Show Central. Gear Technologys electronic look at Gear
Expo 97 Wtp://www.geartechnology.com).
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Detroit People Mover.

GimlNG ,AR,OUND
On a more practical note, Cabo Hall is

adjacent to a vast parking garage and a
People Mover station, which links it to all
the other stations on the 2.9-mile track of
the transit system.

The People Mover is one of the most
convenient ways to. travel. around the cen-
tral business district of Detroit. It is an
elevated, computerized rail transit system
stopping at l3 stations throughout down-
town Detroit and providing access tothe
city's major office buildings hotels,
restaurants and shopping di triers, as well
as to Cobo Hall. Rides cost 50 cents.
Exact change or a purchased token is
required, The system operates on
Mon-Thurs, from 7 a.m.-l1 p.rn.: Fri.•
7 a.m.-midnight; Sat., 9 a.m.-midnight;
and Sun., noon-S p.m,

THE REST O:FTIHE STIORY
There's a whole lot more to Detroit

than gears, or even cars. For the lowdown
on everything from the professional ath-
letic teams to the Detroit Zoo, (not to
mention the sights and night life across
the river in Windsor, Ontario), contact

Miehelle Fusco at the Metropolitan
Detroit Convention & Visitors Bureau,
313-259-4333; fax 313-259-7583; e-mail
MFUSCO@visitdetroit.com; or check out
the bureau's Wodel Wide Web site at
www.vlsisdetrait.com. 0

Tell Us What You Think ...
If you found this article of interest and/or
useful, please circle 210.

mailto:MFUSCO@visitdetroit.com;
http://www.vlsisdetrait.com.


Our family of
gear machines

shares aname- and a whole
lot more.

Sophisticated cutting
mechanisms give you
high productivity for
gear shaping needs up
to 1meter diameter.

Get high precisiongears Cut gears up to 450 mm
-up to 1meter-with fast, with simple set up
our gear hobbers-fast. and conversational

programmmg on our
gear shavers.

Our highly precise
grinders give you gears
that meet the highest
world-class standards.

The most complete }amity of gear cutting machines
share Mitsubishi machine construction. Mitsubishi
software, and common controls. For the fastest
CNC learning curves and the highest quality gears,
contact your Mitsubishi representative today.

'Th!O' • 'MITSUBIISHII._IS IS ....... _. MACHINE TDDLS
MHII Machine Tool U.S.A." Inc.
907 W'., Irving Park IRoad:• Itasca, IlL '60143-2023
Phone: (630) 8604222 • FAX: (630)' 860-4233

SEE IUS AT
AGPD. GEAR, EX-'Ol
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Accu-Cut Diamond Tool. Co., Inc. - Booth 728. Company
staff will be on hand at Accu-Cut's booth to discuss the new fin-
ish requirements and bearing ratios for super-finishing the I.D.s of
gears. On display will be the new Accubore Model VXG2
machine for finishing precision bores in a two-tool pass operation.
Other diamond bore sizing tools for a variety of gear applications
will a1so be on display.

AmariUo Gear Co. - Booth 523. Amarillo Gear Company
will exhibit a variety of spiral bevel gears from its large range of
parts. Catalogs of the company's product line of spiral bevel
gears, right angle pump dri ves and right angle cooling tower fan
drives will also be available in the booth.

American Gear Manufacturers Association - Booth 400.
AGMA. the sponsor of Gear Expo 97, is an association of compa-
nies, consultants and academicians with direct interest in the
design, manufacture and application of gears and flexible cou-
plings. AGMA is member-driven and conducts programs for and
provides services to the gear industry and its customers. AGMA's
380 members include gear manufacturers and suppliers to the
industry from around the world. AGMA is accredited by ANSI to
write all U.S. standards on gearing and is also the ISO Secretariat
for TC 60, the committee that develops all international gearing
standards.

American Metal Treating Co. - Booth 518. American Metal
Treating Company will feature samples of gear induction harden-
ing patterns at Gear Expo 97. The company's induction hardening
experts will be at their booth to demonstrate their techniques.
They will also be available to answer questions regarding your
distortion and tooth wear problems and to discuss your heat treat-
ing requirements.

American Pfauter, L.P. - Booth 100. American Pfauter is a
manufacturing unit of the Pfauter Group, the leading manufac-
turer of standard and custom machines and tools for rough and
finish machining of gears. APL offers a comprehensive gear cul-
ling machine program for gear hobbing, shaping, milling and
grinding applications for cylindrical gears. APL will showcase
its new, compact P200G CNC grinding machine at its booth.
The P200G offers all the benefits of Pfauter's larger machines at
an affordable price.

American Wera - Booth 348. America:n Wera. Inc., now rep-
resenting Prawema, a German gear honing machinery producer,
will feature these machines at its booth. Prawema Synchro-Flne
high performance gear honing machines feature electronically
synchronized technology. Another Prawema machine line, the
hypocycloidal Synchra-Form, performs a step-lock milling
process for sliding sleeves (back-angled shifter locks) that saves
time and expense compared to the traditional method, which
includes turning, broaching and other steps made unnecessary by
the Syuchro-Fon«.

ATA Gears Ltd. - 800th 509'. ATA Gears has over 60 years'
experience in the production of spira1 bevel gears and custom-
designed gear units. The company makes lapped, hard cut or
3Z OE",R TECHNOLOGY

ground spiral bevel gears to AGMA quality number 14 and up to
47" and custom-made r:ight angle gears 10 5000 hp. Company
experts will be on hand to discuss your gearing needs.

AfW Systems Company -Booth 121. AfW Systems has a
full line of spiral gear rough and finish cutlers and bodies. The
company win be displaying a complete array of gear cutting t.0018:
stick blades and bodies, straight bevel blades, rack cuuers, dia-
mond dressing tools, spiral gear cutting blades. keyseat cutters,
hard turning (CBN) tools and bore and height gages. All products
are manufactured in the U.S.

Bant International Corporation - Booth 155. Barit is a sup-
plier of spur and helical gear tooling. Its manufacturing and off-
the-shelf inventory includes: gear and worm gear hobs; parallel
and involute spline hobs; disc, deep C-boreand shank type shaper
cutters; keyway, round spline, hexagon, square surface and spe-
cial form broaches and shaving rolls, Hobs and shaper cutlers are
available in II 1 DP and finer range. They are all precision ground,
made to AGMA standards, TiN coated and available for immedi-
ate delivery. Staff will be on hand a! the Barit booth to discuss
your tooling needs.

Basic Incorporated Group - Booth 160. Basic is an importer
and distributor of machine tools manufactured in the Far East.
The company offers 50 models of gear hobbers, shapers, honers,
shavers, grinders, gear cutter grinders, bevel gear generators .. rack
shapers, worm millers, gear testers and more. Manual, automatic
and CNC gear machines are available. Machines are stocked in
Los Angeles for prompt delivery, and service technicians are
quartered in both Chicago and Los Angeles. Basic bills itself as
one of the few sources available for new "manual" gear machines.

Bourn & Koch Machine Tool Co. - Booth 361. Bourn &
Koch will be exhibiting its newest standard model bobbing
machine, the lOOHCNC. The bobber is a 4-axis CNC machine
capable of cutting 10 NDP, AGMA Class 10 up to 5.0" in diame-
ter. The looH has a small footprint and incorporates the latest
techno] ogies.

Coloniall Saw - Booth 738. Colonial Saw will exhibit a new
NC hob grinder for straight and helical gashes, high-speed steel
and carbide. The UTMA model LC35-NC3 is a 3-axis NC 1001

grinder that can, sharpen end mills, milling cutters and shaper cUI.-
ters as well as hobs, The company says the LC35-NC3 combines
accuracy, ease of setup and flexi bility at an affordable price,

Colonial Tool Group Inc, - Booth 642. Colonial Tool will be
showing a wide variety of precision high speed spindles for many
machining applications and a selection of broach tools, broaching
systems and spline roLling racks. Colonial will customize tools 10
match customers' applications. Technologists will be on hand to
discuss Colonial services, including turnkey machine setups and
in-house design, manufacturing and heat treating for individual
customer applications.

Commeli,cial Steel Treating Corporation - Booth 535. Staff
will be on hand to discuss a wide range of heal treating ervices,
including carbonitrrding, carburizing, gas nitriding and! salt bath



nitriding. According to the company, salt bath nitriding (ferritic
nitrocarbu.rizing) in particular, extends [he wear, corrosion and
fatigue properties with minimal distortion.

Crown Gear B.V. - Boofb 442.. Visitors to Crown Gear's
booth will be introduced 10 the revolutionary CyLkro® gear tech-
nology used for the development of the Cylkro angular transrnis-
sion and the Cylkro tooth coupling. Technical features of the
Cylkro angular transmission. a cylindrical pinion with an invo-
lute profile mating with a Cylkro face gear, arc axial freedom of
the pinion, freedom of choice (0°_110°) of the shaft angle, and
the options of either straight or helical teeth with or without axis
offset and the possibility of meshing multiple pinions with one
or more Cylkro gears.

Diamone)! - Bootb 427. A unit of Monsanto's Advanced
Performance Materials Group. Diamonex is ihe largest commercial
manufacturer/developer of products and vacuum technologies based
on diamond and related superhard materials. II also provides coal-
ing services and process/product development and engineering. Its
coatings for gear components have the following characteristics:
DLC coating thickness range 0.000001 "...0.00010"; microhardness
5-35 GPa (500-3.500 Vickers); friction coefficient ~0.1: deposition
process temperature <150°C; film surface roughness=conforrnal.
identical to substrate.

D.I.C.I.T. - Booth 334. This builder of custom-designed
gages will be demonstrating its products. D.I.G.1T. gages provide
repeatable exact gear measurements, including pitch diameter of
internal or external spline, helical or spur gears with either odd or
even numbers of teeth. The gages will operate in any environ-
ment. be it the shop nom or the testing lab.

Dura-Bar - Booth 543. Dura-Bar is an industry leader, sup-
plying continuous cast iron bars to industry. The company says irs
special process eliminates scrap resulting from shrinkage, porosity
and tool-wearing inclusions that frequently occur in static-cast
iron. Bars are available in gray and ductile iron. in round bars
from 5/S" to 20" in diameter and also in machined gea:r blanks.
Steff will be on hand to discuss your continuous cast iron. needs.

Emuge Corporation - Booth ,601. Emuge is a manufacturer
of quality workholding and electronic control systems for gear
manufacture. The precision clamping product line includes arbors.
chucks. diaphragm chucks. spindles. draw bars and machine oper-
ation measuring systems configured [0 accomplish a broad range
of turning, grinding. hobbing, milling, drilling, lapping, balancing,
inspection and assembly operations. Emuges mechanical,
hydraulic and mechanical/hydraulic systems achieve an excellent
runout accuracy-typically .OO008-.0002-and offer reliability.
functionality. clamping element interchangeability and ease of
maintenance. Staff will be present to discuss custom applications.

Euro-Tech Corp. - Booth 73]. EUIO-T,ecb will be exhibiting
the following new items ,al its booth: The Frenco "URM-K" pro-
filed shaft inspection machine designed for fast, accurate inspec-
tion of profiled shafts; the Frenco "dynamic gage," which offers
three-second Inspection of size and form/profile on internal or
external splines; the Frenco "VPE," a new DOP/DBI? bench gear
lester with a movable Z-axis to measure spur and helical gear size,
crown and taper; the complete line of Mytec hydraulic expansion
arbors, chucks and quick change tooting for gear manufacturing;
and the Kostyrka line of compensating face washers for hob hold-
ing applications.

Fassler Corp. - Booth 244. Fassler Corp. suggests that when
you want to reduce the cost of gear production by eliminating
shaving and grinding. the Fassler K-3oo 5-axis CNC gear honing
machine is the answer. It will be on display at the Fassler booth,
along withthe HS-I 00 hard broachi ng machine, which the compa-
ny recommends as an alternative method for processing splined
bore parts.

-- - ---- - ---- --

--- -- - --- - ------ --- - --

The Gleason Works - Booth 100. At Gear Expo 97, The
Gleason Works will display a complete line of bevel and cylindri-
cal gear cutting machines in its new 120' x 30' booth. Also shown
will be profile grinding and honing machines manufactured by
The Gleason Works, Gleason-Hurth and Pfauter. An extensive
line of workholding products and Pfauter-Maag CUlling tools for
the gear industry will be displayed. Show attendees will see the
latest in gear manufacturing machines, processes and equipment.

Global 'Gear - Booth 408. Global Gear is a rnanufucturer of
quality precision helical and spur gears. The company will have
examples of its product. Oil hand. as well as technicians to discuss
your product engineering. tool design and ED] needs. You are
invited to lap at the booth to ee how Global can help your com-
pany meet the demands of a rapidly changing gear market.

Great Gear Corp. of Taiwan - Booth 715. On display will
be a wide variety of gears, including spur. helical, internal. exter-
nal, worm, bevel, plastic and herringbone. Aerospace gear shafts
in titanium alloy or AISl 9310 up to AGMA class 14 wilt be
shown. Gearboxes and gearheads for ACrDC/~Lepper mOI.01·Swill
also be shown. Great Gear can also do crown and skive bobbing
for noise reduction and misalignment compensation and sintering.

Ikegai America Corp - Bootb 126. lkegai will be dj~playillg
its SX-l5 CNC gear hobber and the SAN-20 CNC hob sharpener.
The SX-15 uses a 2,000 rpm spindle along with a 220 rpm table
and comes with a bob quick-change system, which eliminates hob
centering at regrinding. The machine is also equipped with a
Fanuc 5-axis CNC. lis maximum workpiece diameter is 150 mm;
maximum gear module is M4 (6) and maximum hob diameter
times length is 120 x. .180 (120 x 250) mm. The SAN-20. 4-axis
CNC hob sharpener is fully automatic and can grind spiral as well
as straight gear hobs, The Y-axis cross-slide travel is NC-con-
trolled, allowing fast and simple changes between CBN and stan-
dard grinding wheels. Spindle speed is 3,O()() rpm. Maximum hob
diameter is 220 mm: maximum hob length is 270 mm and maxi-
mum hob pitch is DP 1.6fM 16.

ITW Hearrland - Bnuth 314. lTW Heartland has been
designing and manufacturing gear inspection systems for over 60
years. The company also manufactures high-speed, high-produc-
tion burnishing machines. On display at the Heartland booth will
be a dimension-over-pins unit, a computerized gear roller, gear
rolling inspection units and video demonstrations of high-speed
gear inspection and burnishing machines. Visi.tors are also
encouraged to visit the company's Web site!!t
www.guel.(.oll)/-in ....gearsitwheart.hnn.

Kapp GmbH - Booth 144, Kapp GmbH. along with affiliated
companies, Niles, Kapp Sales & Service and Kapp Tech. will dis-
play machine modules demonstrating, external and internal gear
and profile hard finishing. In addition, CBN grinding Wheels from
Kapp Tech, product photos and specifications from He and new
Kapp technologies will be introduced. Kapp Wid Niles machines
are capable of hard finishing gears and profiles using 'four tech-
nology concepts: form grinding with CB profile grinding
wheels; form grinding with dressable grinding wheels; form gen-
eration with dressable or non-dressable wheels; and carolling.
Coroning is a unique. efficient. hard gear finishing process using
non-dressable CBN coroning rings.

Koepfer America, L.L.C. - Uootb 256. The new Koepfer
Model 160 will be 011 display at the compallY's booth. The 160 is
an 8-ax.is CNC high speed hobbing machine designed for either
dry or wet bobbing. The cutter and work spindles have a maxi-
mum speed of 5,000 rpm and LOOO rpm. respectively. This
machine also incorporates a 45° slant bed to aid chip flow, as well
as a high speed load/unload system to quickly change (2-3 sec-
onds) parts. Also on display will be a CNC hob sharpener and
various cutting tools ..



Flissler
Focusing on
Direct Honing!

Fassler K-300 & K-400
Gealf Hon,ing Ma:chines

Fast. economical hard
gear finishing process
that 'increases gear lite
while reducing or elimi-
nating gear noise.
- Intemal or external gears
- Spur, helical. or cluster

gears
With Direct Honing

you can hob, heat treat,
and hone your gears to
market requirements.

With Universal
Honing it is possible to
finish a tamily of gears
having the same tooth
characteristics with vary-
ing numbers oheath.

With Gombi-Honing
you can rough and finish
on the same machine
with honing stones
mounted in tandem.

CIiIARACTERISilCS OF HD.NED' GfA'RS:
• Increased wear resistance
• High surface finish
• Favorable machining marks for noise reduction
• Low surface raughn"assguarantees a permanent oil film

MA'CHINE FEATURES:
• 5 and 6 GNC controlled axes
• Synchronous drives on the K·400
• eNC control of lead crowning and taper
• Short setup times

Fassler
Fiss'ler Corporation
11782 N. Ma,pl'e Road
Gennantown, Wl530Z2
Phone: 414-255-0695
IFax-=,414-.255·9676
iE-Mail·:fassl·er@exec:pc:.c:om

Fiissl!er A'B
Ringstrasse 20
ICH-8600IIDiibendor1
Switzerland
IPhone:0111i~4111-821·3745
Fax.: 0111~411·82D.3906

Fassler makes good gears better!
SEE US AT AGM!A GEA'R: EXJPO BOOTH 1#244
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LamberlIW a.hHlPark.er - Hooth 132. Lambert and Wahli

CNC hobbers will be OIl display. These machines are suitable for
pitches of 12 DF and finer, There win also be information about a
Wahli machine for very fine pitch work and a Lambert worm and
thread miller. With hob speeds up to 4000 rpm, these CNC
machines are excellent for use wiLh carbide and HSS bobs. A
selection of high quality carbide and HSS bobs and shaper cullers
will also be on display, together with spline gages and master
gears fromthe Parker lndu tries group.

Lemur Enterprises - Hooth 129. Staff will be on hand to
demonstrate the GeCCoc v. 1.1 (Gear Cutter Configurer) oft-
ware that calculates machine settings for spiral and straight bevel
gears cut 011 Gleason machines in-house on the customer's own
computer, Information will also be available on the new visual
drive train design program which enables the user to build any
drivetrain and then automatically perform the mathematical
analysis to check the workability of the design.

Liebherr·America- Bootb648, Liebherr will be demonstrat-
ing three new machines at Gear Expo, The LC 83 is Liebherr's
higb speed, high precision dry gear hobbing machine, which has a
3,000 rpm hob head and a 450 rpm table drive, which permits
cutting speeds up to 2,000 feet/min. The Hofler ZP 260 is a new,
compact CNC gear inspection center for the shop floor. It is suit-
able for measuring work pieces up to 40" in diameter and 4"
between centers. It has full three-axis measuring to 4 millionths'
resolution, a collision-protected 3-D multi-axis probe and a wide
range of software. Oerlikon will also demonstrate a new bevel
gear machine.

LMT-FeUe - Beoth .530. On display at this booth will be
solid carbide hobs for dry machining, heavy duty roughing and
finishjngbobs, indexable carbide insert hobs, skive hobs for hard-
ened gears, Gash-Master hobs with most gashes available and
gear gashing cutters. Technical staff will also be on hand to dis-
'cuss visitors' ipecific applications.

M & M Precision Systems - Booth 230. M ,& M provides a
complete line of computerized analytical and functional gaging
systems, including gear inspection systems with capacities up to
95" in diameter. M & M's exclusive GearNet'" server automati-
cally shares data for SPC, remote analysis and archiving. The
company's gear inspection systems feature certification to .001
mm, traceable to. NIST and .00002 mm probe resolution. New
models are 20% faster for greater part throughput.

Ma'h.r Corporation -Booth ,655. Visitors will want to see
Mahr's DFI 890 series, double-flank gear roll testers, which pro-
vide accept/reject test results to ISO, AGMA and DIN standards
and which have Windows® 95-compatible WinGearl» test and
evaluation software. Mahr, an ISO 900I-certified supplier, pro-
vides a comprehensive gear product line including hand-held gear
measuring tools; PC-controlled double-flank roll testers, PRI-
MAR universal CNC analytical gear and form testers and surface
finish test equipment for gear tooth profiles,

Manufactured Gear & Gage - Booth 721. MG&G will
introduce a computer-driven version of its hob & cutter measur-
ing instrumem. This version, which 'the company describes as
versatile, accurate and economical, has options for 6" ITW ami
10" Barber Colman index plates.

Mitsubishi MacbiilD.c Tool. - Bootb 354. Mitsubishi will
exhibit the newest addition to its family of gear machines-the
ST25CNC. This new gear shaper combines a high speed, high
precision spindle with a patented synchronized control that
eliminatesthe need for helical guides ..Helical gears can be han-
dled by simply setting the helix angle on the CNC control. The
company says this machine is ideal for short run prototype work
because angle adjustments are easily made, and the gears are
shaped quickly.



INow yo'u can turn yO!Ulr
suliace gr-nder inlto as, 'urgear

and spline glr-nder.

FORM_AS,TEFlICNC
Grinding W-heell
IP,rof,illerwith super
precision lead sCf,ews

LehmannCNC
Indexing head
with ± 2~afc
seeenes o·f
positl'oningl
,accur,acy

Adjustable sine bar
type silide with
I8nstoc'k

Nlo,rmac'srevolutionary spur 'gear
and spline grindlingl package retrofits, 10
your' current surface gri.nder lu'rning it
iinto a p,rofit ma'king ,cent.er at a fraction of'
the cost of a g,eargrlinding machine.

Custom gear profllle
gen.eratingl software'

The !package Enc'lude-:
The Formaster CNG Grinding Wheel Profiler, with diamond disc rotary
attachment and constant preload, for dressing wheels up to 2" (50 mm) wide.
A Lehmann precision indexing head. Siemens 810M control with brushless servo
motor system (not shown). External spur and spline software that automatically
genera~es part programs. on a personal computer with MS-DOS.

Se_ Ih _p _ g _r' _nd plin pa,ekag _,at G_ar' Ex!po '97 - Booth, 1630

SEE US AT A.GMA GEAR EXPO BOOTH #630 cmCUE 120



S. L. MUDSon & Company - Booth 645. The S. L. Munson
booth will be featuring Dr. Kaiser precision diamond products for
gear dressing. Dr. Kaiser produces direct plated and sintered con-
struction in a full range of modules and pressure angles.
Applications available for most dressing systems including
Reishauer, Fassler. Gleason. Hoglund. Normae. on, Liebherr,
Csepel ,& Niles.

National Broacb & .Machine Co. - Booth 600. Three newly
developed broach machines, all of which can be operated at floor
level for optimum efficiency .•will be on display at this booth.
Visitors will also be able to see the new Red Ring Shavema ter
gear shavmg machine with 8-axis CNC control, the Red
RinglKas.hifuji KA·400 CNC bobbing machine, and the Red Ring
gear inspection analyzer for parallel-axis and spiral bevel gear
checking. AJso on display will be the latest in gear finishing tool
for Spiralglide broaching. new material and coatings for bobs,
shave cutters, roll form racks and hones.

Normac Incorporated - Booth 6-30. Normae will be showing
a variety of its gear grinder and related supplies. The company's
CNC threaded wheel trueing system includes the Wheel Profiling
Center, software for calculating the required form and a peeial
dresser unit to replace the existing dresser on the grinding
machine. Sale engineers will be on hand to discuss customers'
grinding applications.

Nye Lubricants, Inc. - Booth 330. The new line of synthetic
gear oils by Nye Lubricants is backed by 150 years of specialty
lubricant experience. This new line is for applications where
extended lubricant life and wide temperature serviceabililY is
required. These oils have a very high load carrying capability and
are compatible with most seals, plastics and painted surfaces.
Engineers will be available to answer questions about the
SG0340 series of oils and other gear lubricant products.
Information will also be available on the Nye "Lube Seminar"
and on ways to improve gear performance and reduce friction and
wear through better lubrication.

Perry Technology Corperation -Booth U 7. Perry
Technology invites show visitors to talk to their "Gear & Spline
Experts" and to see a demon tration of a helical shaping opera-
tion. The Perry booth will also display a wide selection of geared
and plined components and photos of the company's state-of-
the-art manufacturing facility and equipment. Three generations'
worth of gear experts will be on hand to answer questions.

Pfaute.r.Maag Cutting Tools, L.P', - 100. This leading inter-
national supplier of carbide and high speed steel gear hobs,
shaper cullers, shaving cutters, form cutters, CBN grind:ing
wheels, thin film coatings and heat treating services will be show-
ing a variety of products at its booth. On display will be cutters,
shapers and hobs for nearly every application. including carbide
Wafer® hobs, Wafer® hobs, conventional hobs, Optigash® hobs,
form relief milling cutters, shaper cutters, throwaway Wafer®
shaper cutters and CBN wheels.

Presrlte Corporation - Booth 66(1. Presrite is a leading
provider of high-tech. high-strength forgings. The company will
be displaying its line offorged near-net and net-shape gears. Staff
will be on hand to discuss customers' special applications.

Prome Engineering - Booth 525. Profile Engineering, Inc ..
will demonstrate the PC-4 Composite Gear Analyzer® with the
latest available data acquisition and computer analyzing software
for double-flank composite gear measuring instruments. The PC-
4 CGAi!J is designed with an anti-friction, flexible, mounted trun-
nion that allows for checking pressures down to zero, which is
important on fine pitch, plastic or powdered metal gears. Staff
will be on hand at the booth to answer visitors' questions about

CIRCLIE 125 gear measuring.

"'0···.· th . She.llJ···Inventollne .... _ ry
DIAMETRAL & MODULE

l DP and finer
Made to AGrvlA

standard

SPECIAL MADE TO ORDIER TOOLS
• HOSS, • SHAVING CtmERS
• SHAP,ERCUTTERS • BROACHES
• FORM REUEVED INVOLUTE MIUUNG ClJl1iERS

BARIT INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
3384 COMMERCIAL AVE.

NORTHBROOK. IL USA 60062-1 909
TEL: 847-272-8128 FAX: 847-272-8210

E-mail: barit@enteract.com
or visit us al: http://www.barit.com
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H'ow The IBest Do It I
Learn From These Presentatio'ns:

• Predi.ciing Transmission IError
• Methods to IDetect .cracks in Gears
• New Advances In Shot Peening
• IBevel' Gear Manllfactllr,e
• Gearbo.x Heat !Rejection Analysis
• Sound Power L.eveis, in Enclosed Drives
• Worm Gear Wear and Pitting Discussions
• Wind Turbine Gearbox Design

Ma.rk Your Calendars Now!
Hear the best engineers in tM industry:

• .AmaliUo Gear
• R.E. Smith & Co.
• Univ ..of Dresden
• Northrop Grumman

• Boeing
• Gleason
• GEARTECH
• Lockheed

• Gleason
• Eaton
• CETIM
.II.JNED

.AG,M'A's
199,7 IFall1Technical Meeting
INov,ember 9-1 '11 • San Diego,

~ I

I, Questions? Please contact the A(3MA,
1500 Kjng si #201. Alexandria, VA 22314-2730

!Phone (703) 684-0211 IFax (703) 684-0242
See www.agma.org for a complete list of a.bstracb

,and 11180lstra.tJon InfonnatJon.
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Reisbaueli' - Booth 156.• Rei hauer will be demonstrating its
RZS CNC Gear Grinding Machine. The company describe it as
designed to grind small 10 medium ized parts. It is best suited for
IISC where a wide variety of hardened ~parallel axi gears exist and
flexibility and prodllctiviry is of panicular importance. The com-
pany says the machine offers bigJ!1 precision and process stability,
high efti.ciency and uperior productivity, ease of operation and
durability and high reliability.

Roto. T,edmoJogy. Inc. - Boolh- 00. Roto- T,ecMolog), will
be exhibiting the "Oenlury," the newest version of the RC-400-
Rotc-Check, which is Window 95-compatible. The company
will also 'be emphasizing fine pitch gear testing by showing the
RC-400·6" CNC automatic gear lester. which canmspect tiny
pan , including injection molded and powdered metal pans with
diarnetral pitches up to 100. This is accomplished by having the
fifth axis rotate the probe. The modular designed system uses a
Pentiumll1 computer and has a 3-year warranty.

Salkunl Manuracturing 'Co., Ltd. - Booth 250. Saikuni will
be displaying two machines: the NCG-I25 spiral cutter sharpen-
ing machine wilh fully automatic cycles and an automatic cutler
po. ilion device, power damping and the ability to harpea
Comflex, helical pinion and Revacycle cutterscand the NR-8LL
rack milling machine willi 3 axes and computer controls for heavy
stock removal and large feed .

Schunk Inc. - Hood! 631. Schunk [nco will be displaying its
line of ultra high preci ion hydraulic expansion tooling with
T.tR. 'better than .00012". This loo'ling is available in both chuck
and arbor tyle_ with a IaJ'ge inventory of tandard izes, Also on
display will be a new machinable plastic expansion arbor with
300% higher expansion rate 'than leel. You are invited to stOPD),
the booth to tall '[0 Schunk technicians and to pick up the compa-
ny's latest catalog,

tar Cutter Co. - Booth 200. Star CUller will feature broach
harpening •. howing its CNC breach sharpening machine, ModeJ

UT·G-1200. lnaddition, booth visitors will see hobs, sbaper cut-
lers, milling cutters, thin coating (TiN, erN, Ti[C,N) and
[TiAl]N), olid carbide tooling, pre mre coolant drills and ream-
ers, !?CD and .PCBN tooling and grinding wheels and diamond
gear dressers.

SU America - Booth .Zl4. Samputensili will introduce a new
CNC gear grinding machine, which lhe company says is accurate,
flexibleand affordable. :It is a. fonn grinder which can use ceramic
ami/or conventional grinding wheels. It. can grind internal gears
as well a . external and splines and has the latest generation
numerical controls. S 's 'entire line of gear cutting tools, includ-
ing carbide hobs, will also be on display. During the show. a
seminar on gear grinding will al 0 be held off . ite at no charge.
To apply, contact SU's office at 810'-548-7177.

Toolink .Engjnell'in,g - Bootb 113. Toolink Engineeri"S is
the North American di tributor of Konigdom hydraulic arbors,
chucks and other specialized workholding devices manufac-
tured by K6nig MTM of Werlheim. Germany. See product
examples and talk with Tooliak engineers about your turning.
miUing. grinding. balancing, drilling. measuring or in pection
application .

Walker Forge, Ene. - .Booth 537. Staff will be on hand at. the
Walker beoth to di cu all yoW' advanced forging needs. Walker
has capabilitie in near net. gear manufacturing. advanced die
de ign. engineering and heat treating. Walker has been manufac-
turing carbo and ally steel forgings since 1950. 0

Tell ...... YOIITII"* ...
If you found this article of interest and/or useful, please circle 2119.

52 yean, ,of excellence
ltighl~critical aerospace
component'., Imanulac·
turinglA'GMA 14 'qu IIt.y
gear. and IPinions.

machining. CAD/CAM eenter. rom-
putllrlnd IntlnlJ, metlllur;ical
tn.L,I)'III. 'Purdy i, campi nl .wllh I

MII.-Q-9858A .II!dIIBoetng D1'901l1).

The Purdy 'C-orporatiOl1 • ,586 IHimam Street
Manchester" CT '06040

Tel: ,1860) 649'-'00001 Fax: 1860) 645-6293,
www.urdlifsnmlsslons.com

New for our 10th
,anniversary yea.rl

"".intrQ~lUci!laan im'iproved
Ga,ge-O-IMa.ticTI 'I gear instrumient

...highly accurate, easy-to-use" the new GOM eliml-
nates the mechanical handle, significantly limproving
aecuracy, repeatability and reliability. It includes up-
dated computer interface and rock-solid base. .Also
Ilook for our Hob Checker to measure rake of flute.
radial or hOOk, and paeatlellsm (using new index plates
or your ,existing 6" ITW or 10'" l8arber Colman.) And
our workhorse-dependable Gear Rolier in standard
and heavy duty models. $' '

NOW 0"9rln9 complete shar.ptmlng , ,ell_ .,.
lind coating servIces (or frobs to 6·~. ' _a_

Contact us'oday forspeCmc.atlons, prlclngl
_____ h.ttp:llwww.geartechnology.com _

!For specifications call (630), 3n-2496 or Fax (630) 3n·2546
MANUFACTURED GEAIR & 'GA.'GE,IINC.

P. O. BOX 7155, ELGIN, IL ,60121
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Froml yo:ur sin.gl!e
source for co,m-: t-riz· -dl_ _ _ pu_e e_
analytical 8'nid functional
gaging' syste.ms

• GearNet'" server .automatically
shares data for SPC, remote
analysis and archiving.

'. Simple, familhtr interlace ideal for
manufacturing cell operators.

• Unmatched software selection,
induding be el gear machine
corteetien package.

• Penuum" based technology.
• Complete training, and applications

support ,yUh every system.

3500 Series CNC Gear
Manufacturing Process Control
Systems offer .full four-axis tlexibiUty and
unsurpassed accuracy. Certification to
.OOlmm traceable to mST and probe

resolution to .00002mm. You get
greater productivity, too,wiith up
to 20% faster throughput and
capadnes to 95" in diameter.

200 Series Sys~ems provide all the
performance and durability of the larger
systems, but in a compact slzeihar's
Perfect for highpreducno - .--'arts- c - - to__ 1'_ _ __ _ _ _ n p lip
jON in diameter .

•••

' ' .
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GRS~2 Double~f1ank Gear RoUer
System combines proven performaace
with easy-to-use PC compaeble software
to make inspection accurate and simple.
Total composne, tooth-to-tooth and
runouttests determine if parts corform
to. specification. Computer analysis lets
users specify AGMAor DIN standards,

i then determine the class of gear
achieved.

••

Dim.ensions Over Pins Gage measures
acmsl tooth thickness at the pitch
diameter, A unique constant-pressure
gaging head assures repeatability and
accuracy over the fu.1J range of tbegaging
system-wh:i1egreater throughput allows
you to inspect more
parts and reduce ~ ......--
pmduction costs.

other M&M.Prec.ision Systems
iinspecdonproducts:
• Masrer Gears
• Spline 'Gages
• Variable Spline Indicators
• fixture Gages
• Arbors
Free brochure Call937/859-8273
or fax 937/859-4452.

PRECIS/liN
Il,YIlTEMIl- - - -
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We'w,ant to work withl YOU,I
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• Gears
• Hobs
'. Camshafts
- Cranks·h'afts

- splines
-Shaper cutters
• Worm Sets
• ancmore

The field-tesled, PC user-friendly RC-400, has
quality, accuracy, small footprint, 3600 rotational
probe, and is affordable. .

Basic package inspects space, lead and involute.
Many software options are available as well as cus-
lorn-designed packages.

Free Video Available
Rete Techool'ogy, Inc.

3S I Fame Road, Dayton. OH 45449-2388
TEL: (937) 859'-8503. FAX: (937) 865-0656

www.rotOlech.com

http://www.rotOlech.com


Thermal Effects on CMMs
Under:s.tanding their causes can improve your I1f,ecision meesuremen: equipment efficiency.

Da,vid G,enest

D he trend toward moving coordi-
nate measuring machine to the

hop floor to become a~integra]
1 pan of the manufaclunng oper-
ation bring real time process control

within the. reaca of many companies.

Putting measuring machines 011 the shop,
floor. however. subjects them to harsh
environmental conditions. Like any
measuring system. CMMs are sensitive
to any ambient condition that deviate
from the "perfect" condition of the
metrology lab.

or all the conditions on 'the hop floor
that affect CMM repeatability. tempera-
ture has the roo t dramatic effect. That's

becau e. according to international stan-

dards established in 19],]. objects only

have their correct size at 20°C. Thi i a.
matter of politics, not physics, and this
tandard was chosen by international

agreement to ensure that measurements
made in one country would agree with,
those made inanother. Wtstands (·0 reason
then thai. for the highes! measurement
accuracy, rlle workpiece and CMM

should be at that temperature, A'I temper- 'I
atures other than 20DC. thermal expan-
sion of the workpiece and CMM causes
errors that can be difficult to correct.

Are there ways. to miarmize the
effects of temperature OD measurement?
That depends upon a number of factors.

:including workpiece tolerance • degree
of acceptable total measurement error
and how milch of that total can be bud-
geted for thermal effects, and how much
temperature control is nece ary to, keep
thermal effects at an acceptable level.
However. by understanding the concept
of differential expansion, temperature
gradients and temperature variation. the
problem and challenge of thermal effects
become more manageable.

Diffellfntial Expansion
A coordinate measuring machine

compares the distance between 'the loca-
tien of probe hits on a workpiece with

corre ponding distances on cale
attached to each axi of the CMM. The

corresponding length on the scale is
determined by means of an encoder
which counts the lines on the cale as the

machine moves the probe from one hit

position to another.
If the dimensions of a workpiece. or

for that matter. the Slated accuracy of the
CM~ •..are correct only when they are at
20° C, how is it possible to accurately

measure dimen ions at any other temper-
ature? The an wer is that correction in
th measurement data have to be mad
that take into account both (he effects of

the temperature differences between the
part and the ideal 20.° C environment and

between the part and the CMM.

Temperature compen ation is a means
of correcting measurement errors cau ed

by temperature effects. Compensation
can beeilher manual or automatic.
depend:ing on computing power and the
software being used. With automatic ys-
terns, software-based adjustments are
made to measurements according to
sensed temperature fluctuations in key
locations of (he CMM's structure and the
air surrounding the machine. Some

advanced ystems also include probe 10

detect part temperature variation with an

addiuonal compen ation value :factored
into the machine and ambient condition .
Wi.th manual compensation, prior to tak-

ing measurement •. the :machine operator
takes readings of the temperature of the

Fig. 1- BoJIplate thermal J:\:sponse of CMM. Ifor 300-S00 mm lengths (uncompensatedj,
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CMM's axes, the workpiece and the sur-
rounding air and enters them into the soft-
ware program for compensation.

Compensation does not allow the

same degree of accuracy as in a COIl-

trolled 'environment The uncertainty of
measurement increases as the tempera-

ture deviates from 20° C.
Nearly all materialsexpand when their

temperatures increase. The amount of

expansion, called the coefficient of thermal
expansion, varies for each material, but
tends to be the same for similar families

of materials. This is called Nominal
Differenlial Expansion (NnE). For exam-
ple, in the case of a coordinate measuring
machine, if the workpiece is steel and the
scale is steel, they theoretically expand at
the same rate, canceling out any measuring

error. If the workpiece is aluminum, how-
ever, it expands faster than the steel scale.

This uncertainty between the CMM scale
and the workpiece is called Uncertainty of

Nominal Differential Expansion (UNDE),
Differential expansion can be some-

what compensated for by subtracting scale

your re'liable lea, prod'uce,
AlA G£ARS lTD specializes in the
manufacture of spira/ bevel gears and
custom-made gear units. Through its
no-compromise approach to quality,
ATA has built a reputation as a reliable
supplier of quality gears that cantle
depended on to operate even in the
most difficult conditions,

ATA 's business is based on three main
pradua families: spiral bevel gears -
lapped or nard cut (AGMA 12-14)
with a maximum diameter of 4 7 inches;
custom-made gear units with a power
range up to' 40'0'0' .kWand water
turbines produong 20' - 2000 kW.

As a result of our latest $ 10' mil/ion
investment program we can now offer
you most accurate ground gears for
demanding applications,. Our biggest
geClrgenerator will soon be able
to ma.ke ,farge .hevel gear.s up to
80 incites in diameter.

'P.O.Box 120, FIN·3310 I TAMPERE. FINLAND
Tel +358-3-2870 111.IFax +358-3-2870-2"\9

E-mail Po.stmaster@ata·gears.fi
ATA GE~RS INC

River Square P,lau. 19645 Detroit Road
Rocky River, Ohio 441 I:6

Tel 2: 16-3S6.()2:B9, Fax 216-356-0289
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expansion from workpiece expansion to

determinethe magnitude of the error. lln
effect, this is what temperature compensa-
tion software routines do. However, values
for the coefficients of expansion are gen-
eral, not exact. Actual rates ofexpansion

that occur in practice and the value found
in textbooks can vary as much as ± 10%.
These variations are caused by workpiece

geometry, exposed surface area, cross ee-
tional area and variations in. the micro-
structure as a result of processing.

The best current method for assessing
the influence of the thermal environment
on dimensional measurement is specified
by .ANSYASME Standard 889,.6.2, ''Tem-

perature and Humidity Environments for
Dimensional Inspection." It combines the

calculation of the NDE of litheCMM and
the workpiece with the consequence of the

UNDE and an observed temperature vari-
ation error (TVE). TVE is determined
through a "drift test" where the measure-

ment of a single object is repeated over an

extended period with the cen:ter of the
object plotted with respect to time.

Thermal Gradienls
Other causes of measurement uncer-

tainty are the effects of thermal gradients.

Any change of temperature in the room

where the CMM is located changes the

dimensions of the machine structure. The
same happens with the workpiece,

Changes in temperature immediately sur-
rounding the machine are called thermal
gradients, and they cause different expan-
sions in different parts of the machine and
the workpiece,

Rapid temperature changes in the
same direction for a long period of time
cause the most errors. Large, rapid
changes often occur on a shop floor
because of ambient temperature differ-

ences between morning andafternoon,
These large, rapid changes cause thin sec-

tions of the machine or workpiece to
change temperature more quickly than
thick parts, creating bending,

If air temperature cycles rapidly, clue
to air conditioning, for example, there is
less time for heat to flow into the ma-
chine or workpiece before it has to flow
out again, Gradients are close to (he sur-
face, and machine bending is minimized,

The goal in any CMM operation is to
eliminate the effect of thermal gradients
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The UStimulated Response" Test
For Measurement Unce.nainty

The co nfliet resulting from the movement
of coordinate measuring machines to the
shop floor and thermally induced measure-
ment errors has led to a variety of claimed
solutions using mathematical compensation
techniques, thermally insensitive machine
components anil localized temperature een-
trol methods. The best current method for
assessing the influence of temperature on
dImenSIonal measurement is specified by the
ANSI/ASME Standard B89.62

However, extensNB laboratory testing at
Brown & Sharpe and shop floor 'BKperience
with customers indicates that this method
can be enhanced to provide more realistic
estimates of shop floor accuracy degradation
thai. results from thermal influences. first, the
drift test evaluates the response of a CMM 1.0
its current environment, but does not proviae
B sensi ble way to rnake quantitative' predi c-
ticns aboul instrument behaviQr in an un-
~nDwn, loosely specified environme nt like
thilt faund in most shops. Also, durinll an
actual drift lest, a real environment is unlike·
Iy 10 exhibit the full range afthermal behavior
allowed by a specification, only the overall
temperature range and a tew rates of
change. It is not easy for the u~imale user of
the CMM to verify how well the machine will
perform under a specified range of thermal
conditions. Second, the thermal response of
a CMM measuring a workpiece is highly
dependent on both the workpiece thermal
characteristics and the specific geometric
quantity being measured.

To beller address these concerns, Brown
& Sharpe is proposing a new testing; method
call the 'stimulated response" test To stimu-
late thermal effects in the CMM and work·
piece, the test uses a specific environmental
tem peratu re profile a s a fu nction of time to
gel typical shop floor results. By sta ndardiz-
inll this prolile. it is possible to compare tile
resu Its from many different machines using
different eompe nsalion techniques 10 handle
temperatu re effects. Th II second feature of
the lest IS the lise of a s'mple anifact as II
su bstitute workpiec e, and to spe city the mea-
surement sequence to be used. This elimi·
nates the ambiguity of the resu Its tram real
workpieces and allows sensible comparative
studies. The third feature is II single method of
analyzing and presenting measurement data
tl1at graphically gives II reafistic estimate of
dimensional measurement uncertainty due to
poor thermal environment

A common test methodology like this pro-
vides II means for quantitative comparison of
new technical approaches to control thermal
effects, including studies into new structural
materials, use of self-compensating stnre-
tures and composites and thermal compen·
sation mathemalics.Awell-designed.e.asily
understood test will reduce confusion among
CMM users and can serve as a vehicle 10
clarify the practical consequences ofthermal
effects. 0
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!Fig,.4 - Measul'ed air temperat~re for CMM baD plot run.
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on measuring performance. One way loll

accomplish this is to provide constant air
turnover in the room housing the CMM.
The effect of thermal gradients can be vir-
tually eliminated ill rooms where the air

flow rate completely changes the room air

every minute. Another good idea is to
allow the part to "soak" at the machine's
ambient temperature so that its tempera-
lure is close to that of the machine. Both

of these techniques help minimize UNDE
and improve measurement accuracy.

Temperature Compensation
The uncertainties of thermal effects

make complete, accurate compensation
virtually impossible .. Coordinate measur-

ing machine manufacturers conduct tests
that show how well a particular machine

can compensate for change in ambient
temperature. However, due to there being
811 .infinite variety of thermal conditions
that can be encountered on the bop floor,
not all types of tests give a complete pic-
ture of the tme effects oftemperature
changes. Brown & Sharpe has undertaken
the development of a standard thermal
effects test that should prove '10 be all
accurate and easily comparable method

thal caa show bow coordinate measuring
machine respond to changes in work-
place temperature, (See sidebar.)

The effects, of temperatu.re will alway
have a role in metrology. Although there

are ways to control those effects. whether
by special temperature compensation

methods or enclosures that reduce tern-
perature gradients, there is currently no
way to avoid (hem completely. Under-

standing bow temperature-induced errors
are caused, however; can help minimize !heir
influence on precision measurement. 0

Acknowledgement: Reprinted from 'Vol.
4, Issue 2 of mfg., Brown & Sharpe s pub·
lication a/precision manufacturing.

David! Genest
is Director of Marketing & Corporate
COI'PlIIumications for .Brown & Sharpe.

TellU.WMt Y. niIIk ...
If you found this article useful or informa-
tive, circle 211.

For more information about Brown &
Sharpe, circle 211.
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A.ngl.llar tr!Lnsmission
or tooth cou,plingl'

With Cylkro® face gears the
choice is up to you. Paired!with a
cylindrical pinion, the Cylkro® gear is the
revolutionary alternative to bevel gears. The
combination of two spur Cylkro® gears. stands fOr a
zero-backlash tooth coupling, Intellested1

Visit us at 'Gear Expo, booth, no."42.
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Buut',rotrut 200 NL·'15~~RG Ens<heQ.
Tel. "31-(O)S3-~n3622 Fax +31-(0)53·1779147

SH US .AT AG,MA GEAR EXPO BODllH #442 CIRCLE 161
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THE NEW CHAM,FERMATIC
MODEL 16'00

STANDARD FEATURES

Gear Diameters Tbr'Dugh1~

8" Diameter,3-Jaw MllnuallChuck.

P.l C.With Operator Interface

Alllomitic Air Oper,aled Door

Built·inlAir Filtration System

(2) Two Grinding Head Assemblies

(21Two-Yaar ILimitedWarranty

IP,01tall11l

Optional equipment such as
AJr Chucking, Auto Load and
Unfoa.d, or additiona:f
Grinding or !Brushing Heads
will be quoted upon request

Cha1'l..~.,er....."n· c-"I-t,"c-' .a _
ROCKFORD. ILLINOIS

If a machine isn't in your
plan stthls time, contact us
about your deburring needs.

1'696 Northrock Ct, Rockford, IL '61'103
Mike Magee, President
Ph: '(815)1636-5082
Fax 1,8151817-5787
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TECHNICAL FOCUS-------------.I~
Structural Analysis of
Asymmetrical Teeth:

Reduction of Size and Weight
Abstract

The present article con-
tains a preliminary descrip-
tion of studies carried out by
the authors with a view
toward developing asymmet-
rical gear teeth. Then a com-
parison between numerous
symmetrical and asymmetri-
cal tooth stress fields under
the same modular conditions
follows. This leads to the for-
mulation of a rule for similar
modules governing variations
of stress fields, depending on
the pressure angle of the non-
active side. Finally a proce-
dure allowing for calculations
of percentage reductions of
asyrrimetrical tooth modules
with respect to corresponding
symmetrical teeth, maximum
ideal stress being equal, is
proposed. Then the conse-
quent reductions in size and
weight of asymmetrical teeth
are assessed.

Introduction
In a paper read at the 24th

Annual Italian Association for
Stress Analysis (AlAS) Con-
vention (Ref. 1), a geometrical
formula for a new type of
tooth was presented; this for-
mula is characterised by the
fact that the two sides of the
tooth have different forms.

The teeth proposed have
an asymmetrical form. The
two sides of each tooth are
characterized by profiles
with different pressure angles.

These teeth prove useful in
mechanisms where the forces
employed during rotation in
one direction are greater than
those engaged in rotation in
the opposite one.

The difference of form is
obtained by adopting differ-
ent reference pressure angles
(aO) *- aQ2) for the two sides
of a tooth.

At a later stage (Ref. 2), in
order to compare this new
form with the traditional one,
a structural analysis using
finite elements was carried
out; in this study, given the
complexity of asymmetrical
profiles, it became necessary
to devise a specific and totally
automatic finite element mesh
program. This permitted
numerous structural checks
covering a broad spectrum of
cases and a heterogeneous
selection of tooth contours.

All other factors being
equal and comparing the
results for teeth having differ-
ent a02 values, it appears evi-
dent that structural strength
increases with the increase of
the aforementioned angles.

This implies that in the
presence of equal maximum
ideal stresses at the root of
the teeth, it is possible to cre-
ate asymmetrically toothed
wheels of smaller dimen-
sions with a decrease in
weight and bulk, not only of
the gear wheels themselves,

SYMBOLS
The following symbols, based on those recommended by

ISO/R 701 (UNI 6773l for notations pertaining to gears, shall
be used in the present paper:

reference module
reference module in asymmetrical tooth
weight of asymmetrical tooth
weight of symmetrical tooth
reference pressure angle of the grip side,
during rotation in preferential and non-
preferential directions.
maximum ideal stress in symmetrical tooth
maximum ideal stress in asymmetrical tooth
a01 - a02

but also of their boxes and
housings.

In Ref. 2 variations of
stress fields regarding a02
were calculated. The maxi-
mum ideal stress, (Jimax' cor-
respondi ng to the mesh's
uppermost element, was
taken into account; then the
value for (Jimax under the
same load and using the
same module was compared.

The Law of Stress
Field Variation for
Similar Modules

Keeping in mind the con-
clusions of the aforemen-
tioned studies, the present
work aimed at carrying out
automated structural analyses
of numerous asymmetrical
tooth profiles. Then a com-
parison between these and
corresponding symmetrical
teeth, having similar mod-
ules, was carried out.

The outcome of this thor-
ough investigation confirmed
the hypothesis that increases
in a02 led to a diminution in

(Jimax val ues; in versely,
diminishing a02 led to in-
creases in (Jimax values.

The diminution of (Jimax'

with a02 > aO] is essentially
due to an increase in the sec-
tion close to the internal root
contact area. On the basis of
this, it is interesting to seek a
generally applicable mathe-
matical relationship between
.6.(Jimax % and .6.ao, where
.6.(Jimax%= «Jimaxa-{)~l00'(Jimax'

From the results obtained
by carrying out numerous
comparisons, it emerged that
highly accurate variations of
.6.(Jimax % related to .6.ao are
obtained by applying the fol-
lowing formula:

where \jf and S are two coeffi-
cients obtained by interpolating
the numerous results obtained
for external spur gears.

The relationship des-
cribed in Eq. 1 is general; it
permits us, without carrying
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out structural analyses, to
establish readily stress field
variations for every kind of
asymmetrical tooth in rela-
tion to a corresponding sym-
metrical one.
!Establishment of Reduced
Modules in the Presence
of Identical Maximum

Ideal Stress
On the basis of the results

thus obtained, it has been
noted that, in the presence of
identical modules, the diminu-
tion of maximum ideal stress
in a tooth having 0;02 > 0;01 is
greater in terms of percent
than the corresponding
increase in weight

Fig. 1 illustrates trends in
the presence of identical
modules and of 0;01 for
Ll.0imax% and for Ll.G% =
(Ga-Go)/GOJ100 where t:Xo2 =
Ll.o;o+nolo

When 0;02 ::::::30° (that is
for Ll.ao= 0;02 - 0;01 = 10°),
Ll.O'imax% = -15.2 over an
increase in Ll.G%weight =
2_54; therefore only a slight
increase in weight is re-
quired to obtain a consider-
able reduction of the stress
field at the tooth root.

On the basis of Fig, 1 we
could see that maximum
ideal stress being equal for
both the symmetrical and
asymmetrical teeth, it was
possible to create asymmetri-
cal et02 > etoI teeth far lighter
than traditional ones.

It was therefore important
to study the possibility of
obtaining, at identical maxi-

!

CIm[OI ,

mum ideal stress rates, asym-
metrical teeth smaller (smaller
module) and lighter than cor-
responding symmetrical ones.

The possibility of quickly
and precisely calculating
smaller mo. modules having
0;02 > 0(1'01 tooth and maxi-
mum ideal stress equal to
that of a. conventionally pro-
filed tooth, was then tested
under the same load condi-
tions, that is, applying the
same quantity of force.

This second state was
devoted to seeking a calcula-
tion system capable of'estab-
lishing IDoo. modules having
0.02 > 0;01 in the presence of
identical maximum ideal
stress and identical load.

On the basis of the
numerous cases studied, it
appeared possible to calcu-
late with a high degree of
accuracy asymmetrical tooth
rnoa modules. This was done
by departing from the con-
ventional tooth mo module
value. This rno module value
is reduced according to' the
relationship described in
Ref, I by a percentage value
equal to the reduction of the
Ll.0imax % value, It is, there-
fore, possible to apply, with a
high degree of accuracy. the
following relational formula:

&no % = .6.0imax %
where
Ll.mo% = (moa-Illo) 100/mo'

As C!.aimax % can be
unequivocally established 0.11

the basis of a chosen Ll.o;o
value, it is thus possible to

mailto:boum&koch@Wo,ldn.t.attn.t
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calculate, according to the
relaeionship obtai ned the

value for nloa' when the mo
reference modale is known.

The calculation methodolo-

gy developed required the
introduction of an index, defin-

able as the la"asymmetry
index," which can be calculated
on the basis of the following

simple relational equation:
Ia = 'IIt:\ao - 't:\cxo 2 (2)
Thela index allows for

ready calculation of reduced

maR asymmetrical CX02 > etOI
tooth modules. departing
from the cnnventional tooth

lIIo module:

mOil = mo (1 +]u 1'100) (3)
where Ia is derived from Eq..2.

Eq, 3 wa also te ted by
carrying out nurneroa COID-

pari ons between traditional
and asymmetrical teeth. For
every pair of teeth-one sym-
metrical and one asymmetri-

cal tooth based on Eq. 3-the
maximum ideal stress values,

calculated using automated
structural analysis, were com-
pared. The differenee between
these maximum ideal tress
values always stood at about
1% and never topped 2%.

Summing up, at the pre-
sent stage of development, in

order to calculate the size of

<lG%
10
5
0

-5
-10
-15
-20
-25
-30

an asymmetrical tooth, one
may proceed as follows. ltis

po ible to begin from the

size of a traditional syrnmet-

ricaltooth. Using the usual
calculation procedures, the

mo module is estimated.

Then one must choose a
value for <Xro > CIoI compati-
ble with the filial geometrical
characreri tics de ired.

By applying Eq, 3, it is
po • ible to calculate the I110a
module value for 'the asym-
metrical 'tooth.

The above applie . in the
presence of equal force loads

being brought to bear upon
the symmetrical and asym-
metrical teeth.

At this point it may be of

interest 10 verify the degree

of weight reduction applica-

ble on the ba is of the
reduced module obtained by
applying <Xo2 > <XcI'

In the graphs in Fig. 2 the

values for t:\G% related to 000.
for identical aOl values, and
for maximum ideal . tress at a
constant within the ranges
described above (±2%), this in

the following two cases: 1101=
]7°30' and '4>1 = 20°.

In the case of aOI =
17°30', for <Xc2 = 30° (that is
t:\,cxo= 1r30'), the weight
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Fig.]

reduction obtained is over
30%; in this particular case
the I!imax a value was :1 %
lower than that for the sym-
metrical tooth.

fu Fig. 3, a traditional and

torques. It is interesting to
note how the reduction of the
transmitted torque, which, as
is known, is equal in terms of
percent to the reduction of
the tooth module, is also
lighter in weight, It is there-
fore possible to create teeth
having CCa2 >CCaI and smaller
modules, capable of trans-
mitting the same torque as
traditional teeth, although
their size is smaller. With
this in mind the authors are

an asymmetrical tooth in iden- carrying out. a specific study
tical maximum ideal stress
condition are shown. For both
aOl = 17°30', the number of
teeth is 20; furthermore Illo =
2 mm, IDoa = 1.63 mm.

It emerges from this figure
that, ill the presence of identi-
cal maximumideal stress, it
rs more economical to 'Use
asymmetrical rather than tra-
diuonal symmetrical teeth.

Conclusions
In the light. of these consid-

erations it appears evident that,
in cases where weight reduc-
tion is the primary need, the
application of .1Xoo; > 0.0\ teeth
leads to noteworthy results and
shows the undeniable benefits
of adopting teeth. with nOD-

conventional profiles.
At this stage the structural

analysis and the entire study
might stop here, were it not
for the fact that the reduction
of the module (adopted to
achieve the same state of
stress in the presence of Iden-
tical load) involves a corre-
sponding reduction of the
diameter of the gear wheel. a
reduction which, under con-
ditions of identical normal
force, leads to. a reduction of
the transmitted torque, The
two gears, conventional and
asymmetrical, while equiva-
lent from a structural point of
view, are not from the point
of view of the transmitted!

for the calculation of mOa

modules having the same
transmitted torques, 0
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The Geometry of Helical Mesh
Introdudi.on

In J 961 ~ presented a. paper.
"Calculating Conjugate Helical Forms,"
at the em:i-annual meeting of the
American Gear Manufacturers Associa-
tion (AGMA). Since that time, thousands
of hobs, shaper cutters and olller mesh-
ing parts have been de igned on the basis
of the equations pre eared in that paper.
This article presents the math oflhat
paper without the formality of its devel-
opment and goes on to discuss its practi-
cal application.

Most gearing texts quickly get
through the fundamental law of gear
tooth action and start concentrating on
the involute. While involute geometry is
undeniably the mo t imponant aspect of
modern gearing. it will be useful to
examine the genera] geometry of parts in
me h with each other in order to under-
stand the generating proce sfor involute
gears, straight-sided pline. impeUer
rotors, sprockets and any othertoothed
form that runs with a mate or that is
hob bed, shaped, ground or haved, The
math presented here is applicable to any
toothed form, internal or external, mesh-
ing on either parallel axe or cro ed
axe . Thi .article intends to explore:

J. How to calculate a mating form to
mesh with any known form.

2. How to overcome calculation prob-
lems :in computer-generated forms.

3. How the fundamental law of gear
tooth action applies to crossed-axis gearing.

4. How to calculate the path of con-
tact in three dimension .

5. Wily generated forms may have
unwanted "fill-in" and "round-ever,"

6. How to use mesh math. to solve com-
mon de ign and manufacturingproblems.

The math. in thi article may be used
directly wi.lllout having an understanding
of underlying concepts. However, it is
based on a theorem and it corollary. both
of whichare so simple in concept that

William C. Smi~h

they can be understood without vigorou
proof:

Theorem. A. To assure conjugate action
between a helical form and a rack. the
surfaces of these forms should come into
contact along a single line when placed
in tationary mesh.

Corollary. [f each of two helical forms
in stationary mesh with each other make
line contact with the opposite surfaces of
an iafinitesimallythin rack form inserted
between them, the helical forms will
have conjugate action with each other,

The term "line" is used in the gearing
sen e-actually a curve in space, single-
valued in x, y and z. OnJy in involute gear-
ing does this curve resolve to a straight
line. The term "conjugate' mean mesh-
ing with. on-going contact at a. constant
velocity ratio. Using this theorem reduce
a dynamic analysis to a static one.

Understanding Theorem A
WUhout Heavy Math

Consider a helical gear illl stationary
mesh with a rack, (This could be any rack
and gear, but. for simplicity. make it an
involute rack and gear.)

Mentally roark a reference axial posi-
tion where a transverse cross section of
the gear contains the gear tooth and rack
tooth in ecntactat the pitch point (The
common contact line for Theorem A i a
segment of the involute generatrix pa s-
ing through this point The generatrix is
the straight line that unwinds from the
basehelix like a taut string and generate
the involute tooth surface.)

Now rotate the gear through a small
angle, dri.ving the rack with it. Move the
transverse cross section axially to a new
reference position where the same gear
tooth and rack tooth are again in contact
at the pitch point

Obviously. everything about this new
configuration in the vicinity of the pitch
point is indistinguishable fromlhe previous
configuration. which indicates that as the

AngleSItwllll" Ax",· - For two gear.s in
mesh. this is the algebraic sum of the two
helix angles.

Am.,. - The collection of coordinate
points that describe a form.

Helix Angl, - The angle between the
gear all.is and iii),)! racl\. element. The hell)l;
angle has the same sign as ths lead. The
rack elementthat contacts the gear atthe
pitch point is tangent to the helix of the
gear at its pitch radius.

Llad- The axial advance in tracing anv
helix of a gear tooth through 360". By con-
vention a left-hand lead is negative.

Lill,-Arc G·'OfMtJy- A form made up 01
a series of arcs and/or lines all connected
end to end.

NOlmal- As an adjective: being at right
angles. As a noun: a straight line perpen-
dicular to a surface.

NDmrlII Circu/" Pitch - The normal dIS'
tance from a rack element on one rack
tooth to a similar element on the adjacent
rack tooth.

PitchPoint- The tangent point viewed in
the transversa plane 01 the gear where 8
circle on the gear (Gear Pitch Circlel rolls
without s1ippingalong II line on the rack
(Rack Pitch lina),

Rack fi,m,,,,, - For a rack constrained
to move in a horizontal plane. any straight
horizontal line on the rack surface.

Slop,- The tangent of the slope angle.

SlopeAngl,- The angle from the posi-
tive X axis to a line that is tangent to a
form at a given point.

Spur.p,rI- A 'gear Dr other toothed part
that hasa helix angle of zero.

gear rotates, the shape of the contact line
remains unchanged, but traverses along the
rack: elements as the mesh advances.

Therefore, without ever rotating the
gear, we know that conjugate action would
occur with the rack if we did rotate it

By using the corollary to Theorem A,
we can determinethe form of a second gear
meshing conjugately with a given gear
withoutconsidering any rotational aspect,
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TABLE 1'1- SYMBOLS

L
L'
N
N'
R
R'
a
13
lK
1M
I
C
P

xt,)If
st

xr: yr'
xt: yt'
zs', ya

xc: YC·, zc:
xc, ye, zc

xc, yc', zc'

Known part lead
Malin g part lead
Known part number of teeth
Mating part number of teeth
Known part pitch radius
Mating part pitch radius
Known part helix angle
Mating part helix angle
Multiplier 1
Multiplier 2
Angle between axes
Center distance
Normal circular pitch
Input coordinates
Slope at xt,yt
Output coordinates

Left hand is negative
Left hand is negative

Left hand is negative
Left hand is negative
-1 if either partis internal, else t 1
-1 if mating part is internal, else +1

'Known form defined in transverse plane

Rack form
Mating form in its transverse plane
Mating form in its axial plane
Path of contact in rack axis system
Path of contact in known part axis system
Path of contact in mating part axis system

-----

TABLE III - STANDARD' Eo.UATIONS

p = lTINormal Diametral Pitch (11
R = p., N/[2 • 1t • cosa) OH •• [21
11"= p. N'lI2· It· cos13l ,13)
L' = (2 .']t'. 11'. N'/M • coso1sinl3 (4)
L '= IK· (2 ., ]t • R • N,/M/(sinL -(2 • 1t • RlL) • cosL:J [4.1)
a = arctan(:! • It· R/L) i5)
8 :::arctan(2 • It .•RIL 1 i6)
I ::: a + B • 11<.. (7)
C = 1M • (R -I- IK • R'j. (8)

Note 1:Equation B is for a standard center distance. However, the pitch cylinders of two gears
in mesh at crossed axes may be tangent to each other, intersect or not meet at all, so C can
vary from this calculation.

Note 2 R'in Equation 3 is not used in the mathematical form development equations, and since
Band Care usuallv determined bVexternal requirements. R'is mainly an informational quantity.

Note:J. The lead of a spur gear is infinite. For computer purposes, tile lead of a,spur gear may
basntarsd as zero, which the computer program can use as a code' to actually make,lit equal
to zero. By the same token, the solution for llL'instead of L' [Equation 4) is usually made when
calcula,ting by computer. This avoids operations with infinity, which result in computer error.

X'

c

Rack Elements Parallel ~ './"
to Z·Axis .............

/')3.: z
Fig. 1 - Tlte three' coordinate axis systems.
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Part I-The Math of Mesh
Parallel-axi s geari ng and crossed-axis

gearing differ in that two helical forms in

mesh on crossed axes make only point COI1-

tact, while two forms in mesh on parallel

axes make line contact. This math is applic-
able in both cases, including spurforms,

For the purposes of this article, the
form of the known part is assumed to 'be

:in its transverse plane (plane of rotation).
We choose the transverse plane because

it will accommodate all gears from spurs
10 worms. A spur form cannot be defined
in the axial plane ..

The form is expressed as a series of
coordinate points with associated slope
(Xl, yt; st). AU of these xt, yt points taken
together are referred to as the xt, yt array.
In practice, of course, the form may

begin by being defined (by line-arc
geometry for example) in some other cut-

ting plane and cranked along the helix. by
some utility computer program to tile
transverse plane in point-slope format. ]I

is a fairly simple procedure to pick both

points and slopes from forms defined by
line-arc geometry. TO' keep our defini-
tions straight, note that the known part
form is the input form, and the mating
part form. is the output form.

Fig. I shO'WS the three coordinate sys-
terns used in this math, X, Y, Z is the sys-
tem for the known part where Z is the part

axis, and the X-Y plane is the transverse
plane of the known part. X', Y', Z' is the
system for the mating part where Z' is the
axis of the mating part. The rack occupies
the X", ]1", Z' system where Z' is parallel

to the rack. elements. Note the glossary of
tenns .in Table I, the symbol definitions in

Table n and the standard equations in
Table m. The standard equations provide
a means for derivi.ng various parameters
from other known parameters. The helix
angle of the known part is a; that of the

mating part is jJ. and E is the angle
between the axis of the known part and
the axis of the mating part. In Fig. I, a
and jJ are both illustrated as positive
angles, which for this case means both the
known part and the mating part. have right

hand leads and helix angles. The center

distance between the known part and the
mating part is C. The number of teeth in
the known part is N, and N' is the number
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of teeth in the mating part, The lead of
the known part is L, and L' is the lead of
the mating part, TWo unit multipliers, IK
and 1M, provide required sign changes
when either of the parts is internal The
pitch radius of the known part, R, may
have any value that lies within the frame-
work of the standard equations and that
is large enough to keep Equation I I from
becoming the square root of a negative
number, It is often chosen so that the
pressure angle of the mating part stays
above some minimum value. The sign
convention ofthe axis systems allow the
output form geometry to be fed back
directly as input form geometry.

tjJ. '" arctan(lIst) (9)
\I =xl. sincp+ yt· cos¢" (lO)
q=~R- V· v (11)
x2= II" sinq,± q ·oosq, ,( 12)
y2 = II ••wst/J+q •. sinqL (13)
e = arctan(x2Iy2) (14)
xl! = xt» wsB- yto sinc:l (l5)
yk = xt» sine + yt» C05(9' ( 16)
zk =.5' L' 6Ylr... (L7)
xr =xk+R·,e (L8)
yr = yk (l9)
xr"=xr· cosc, (20)
yr"= yr (21)

In the X-Y plane, x2, y2 is a point where
the normal to the form at the point xt; yt
intersects the pitch circle, Since any line
that intersects a circle bas two intersec-
tion points, x2, )'2 has two possible posi-
tions as determined by the ± sign. Both
of these positions are valid, but only one
applies to the application at hand. In
most cases, the non-apphcable root
applies if you. change the space into a
tooth and the tooth into a space.

In Part n we will discuss selection of
roots and root tracking.

In the known part.axis system (X, Y. 2),
xk, yk, zk is a point where the known
form contacts the rack form when placed
in stationary mesh in accordance with.
Theorem A.

Point xr, yr is on the rack as seen in
the X-Yplane.

Point xr", yr" is on the rack in the
rack's own X"-Y" plane .. The xr", sr'
array defines the complete rack form.

ym' ;:;;C ·IM - yr (22)
xm' ;;;;;UK. R • N'IN - ym '.

cosjl/cosa)/tan(1/J - e).....(23)
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zm'= lK· (-u" -ml'·OOI!P)'sil~It.~(24)
l' =aretan(.un:().m.')-

(l7I1' .• oosjJIrosa +xr) •

n·Nf(R ..Nj ...................•..(25)
zo' "" IX" 1: .. 5 L 1 (26)
ya'= !.mI' ".DrI:'.+ ym:' .·ym· .•..•..•.. (27)

XI' = lK· Ja'" sio1:. •._ .••._ .•..•..•.. _..(28)

yt' = IK·· )la'· COS1' (29)
1be transverse pressure angle of the

known part at d1e point of comaet with

____________ GEARRJND.AMENT~LSI ..

the rack is (41 - 6). Point .xm', ym', vn' is
in the mating part axis system (X', r,Z').
where the mating form OOIltactsthe rack:
form when placed. in stationary mesh in
accordance with the corollarytoThe-orem

A. 11rissame point cr.mkedal~g Ithe belix
to the transverse plane of the mating pan: is
xt~ yt'. Ouked along the helix to the axial
p)aneof the maJing part, it is w'; ya'. This
math wmb even when the mating part isa

!56: (H I. IR HCHNQLQOY

spur form, In. this case, calculations for
)'Q', xt'andyt'are valid, bmza' in Equation
26 goes to infinity. For this reason, the .It',

yl' array should be: considered the primary
definition of the ,output fonn.

Notedlat Equations W7 and 24 are
included for three-dimensional complete-
ness 'but, along with Equation 26,are not
required in. the math for the final output
fonn. Avoiding these threeequations will
remove mostpossibilities of dealing with
division by zero in the computer.

For computer applications. Equ-
ationsJa and 25 should use an expand-
ed arctan. routine [ATAN2{x2, y2), for
example], so that the resultant angle
will lie within the fun range of ± [800

instead of the usual ± 90° .
.Part. D-Solving Calculation,

DIfficulties
Point ;a, y2 always has two possible

positions ,corresponding to me ± 'condi-
tion in Equations 12 and 13. (Note that
when "+" is used in 02), «,» is used in
(13) and vice versa) Experience has
shown that there is not an easy way to
pre-select which. sign to use in choosing
one of these positions, so we calculate
both of them. and compare them with OlU

model for tbe applicati.onal hand.
In order to apply root !racking logic, the

array of'points XI, yl must be in consecu-
tive order from the shoulder on one side
'of the form to' the shoulder on the other
side. Use the following allgorithm to
select the correct root

t. Select the first point XI, yl with
slope st, Set IFIRST .. I,

2..If Equati.on I ~ becomes the square
root of a negative number, there is no
output point corresponding to this input
point, so go to Step 6. 'Otherwise, calcu-
late both positions of the point. x2, y2 and
both positions of the point Xl; yr.

if !FIRST equals 0, go to Step 4.
Otherwise, calculate the distance,

mSTl, from xf, yl to the first position of
x2. y2. Calculate the distance, mST2,
from xt, yt to the second position of x2, y2,.
Distance calculation is the simple "square
root of the sum of the squares" usee! to find
the hypotenuse of a right triangle.

3. If nrsrr » less than DIST2,then
choose the first position of x2. y2 and XI;

yr as the correct values. Go to Step 5.
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Otherwise DlST2 is less than DIS-n.

so choose liIe second po ition of x2, y2 and

xr. yr as the correct values. Go to Step 5.

4, Calculate the distance, DIST!,
from XRSAV. YRSAV to the first po i-
'lion of XT; yr. Calculate the distance,
OIS1'2, from XRSAV. YRSAV to the sec-
ond position of XT; yr. Go to Step 3.

5. Save the chosen position of point
xr, yr as XRSAV, YRSAV. Calculate and

Fig.3 hows the mating form directly

after curve fitting and again after elimi-
nation of loops and zigzags,

A zigzag OCCLlI'S wheneverthe genera-

tion goes through a brief reversal before
continuing on, The zigzag is usually not

visible except at high magnification and
would not ordinarily affect the display or
usage of the form. However. if line-arc
geometry containing a. zigzag is present-

save XI', yt' in a point array. Hall points ed to a computer program for further pro-
in the xt; yt array have been processed, go'
to Step 7. Set WIRST=O.

6. Select the next point xt,
slope st. 00 to Step 2.

7. Exit algorithm.
This tracking logic works best whemhe

output points xt: yr' are paced closely
together (about .001")'. Because output
spacing is seldom the same as input pac-
ing, sometimes the spacing of the input
points xt; yt will need to be decreased in
order to achieve sati factosy output p c-
mg. Also, whenever the input tooth. fonn

bas a sudden change in slope. such as the
comer of a tooth whe:rethe outside radius

intersects the tooth flank, that comer point
should be entered several times wilh the
same xt. ytvalues. but with s!ope(st) val LIes
ranging from the slope of the curve at the

outside radius to the slope at the flank. This
is because a single input point can generate

a serie of dLfferent output points, A similar
, ituation occurs when replacing the corner
poim with a vel)' small comer radius.

Atter the output fonn has been calcu-
lated, i.t invariably needs further enhance-
ment 'to be useful. Some of the calculated
output coordinate points may need to be
thrown out because they form a closed
loop or zigzag. Part V goes into the ig-
nificance of these discardedpoints.

Although it is possible to graphically
di play the output directly asa series of
points and to manually unseleet the
extraneous points, it. is, much easier to use
acurve fitting utility program. to fit the
points into line-arc geometry. Then
another utility program can trace through
this geometry and eliminate the loops
and zigzags. Fig. 2 . haws a known form

which is to be processed to calculate it
mating form. This is the tooth pace ofan
ordinary 20-loothpinion. The mating
form is a single tooth of a 75-~ooth gear.

cessiag or to an NC machine. it will be
perceived as an error condition. Fig. 4
shows a highly magnified section of a
fOn11. containing a zigzag and again with
the zigzag removed. Removal is accom-

plished. by finding the intersection point

after the reverse leg of the zigzag i dis-
carded and joining the form at that point.

For purposes of sending the output
geometry back. Ihroughthe system as input
geometry (an operation known as "play-
back"). it :is possible to derive from the

mesh equations the slope 81' corresponding
to each point xt'. yt' of the matiog part.
However, in practice this is avoided simply
by picking new points and slopes from the
line-arc geometry provided by the afore-
mentioned curve fitting utility program.

PartlU The Fundamental Law
of Gear Tooth Action

Applied to Crossed-Axis Gearing
The pilch cylinders of two gears in

mesh at crossed axes may be tangent. to
each other. intersect or not meet at all,
This statement has two implications. First,
it implies that. each pitch circle has its own

pitch point. Secondly, it implies that the
pitch circles of parts in mesh at crossed
axes do not change when the center dis-

'lance changes. Both of these implications
are true, which leads to a restatement of
the law of gear tooth action when applied
to crossed-axis gearing:

"In order for two meshing parts to
have conjugate action, the common nor-
mal at any point of contact must pass
thrilugh the line whase end view in the
transverse plane is a pitch 'point."

The italicized words extend the stan-
dard law into a. more universal law. When

the pitch cylinders are non-tangent. the

common normal must therefore pass
Ihmugn both lines whose end views are
pitch points, Visualizing this injhree

Tooth Space of
20· TOoth Pinion

Before loop
Removal

Fig. 3 - IOutput. fonn.

Fig. ,,- Zigzag. 251111:size .

\
Hob Tooth
With Lu;s

'v

~ ~\....r..... "::
Pitch Circle

2 Teeth of a 6·Tooth Spline

Fill'. 5 - StraIght-sided spline and bob tooth.
dimensions will be somewhat easier after

considering the path of contact equations
in Part IV,

When the pitch cylinders are tangent to
each .other. which is the rome common
case, both of 'the pitch points are coinci-
dent. Although the math of Part I does not
require direct application of this extended
law to define the maLin.g form, neverthe-
less, an understanding of (his geometry
will help in visualizing the contact of pans.
running at non-standard condition .

Two further points should be noted:
l) For parallel-axis ge-aring. the pitch

circles of mating gears must always be
tangent to each other, which means that

SE,PTEMBEAJOCTOIIEA 1II~7 51'
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the pitch circles must change when the
center distance changes.

2) For involute gearing. a change in
center distance does not require a change
in the tooth form. For any other meshing
pair, a new mating form must be calcu-
lated for any center distance change,
regardless of whether the parts are
designed to run with. tangent pitch cylin-
ders Of non-tangent pitch cylinders.

Part IV-The Path of Contact
An important part of mesh math is the

calculation of how the mating parts COIl-

tact each other. This can tell us not only
where contact occurs in each coordinate
axis system, but the limits of contact.

SEE IJS AT AGMA GEAR EXPQi BQiOTIH #126
5& G.EAR TECHNOLOGY

When the pairs mesh on parallel. axes,
the path of contact does not have the
same meaning as it does for crossed axes,
so Equations 33-52 will not apply.
Instead of single point contact" simulta-
neous contact occurs all across the face
of the meshing parts in parallel-axis
gearing, so we usually only define the
path of contact in the transverse plane.
Equations 15 and 16 give the contact
point xk, yk in the transverse plane of the
known part, which, for parallel axes, is
also the transverse plane of the mating
part. The following equations give the
contact point in the rack's X"-Y" plane
(which is the part's normal plane):

xe" = xklcosa. (30)
ye" =yk ".(31)
zc" = 0 (32)
For crossed-axis gearing, previous

equations have established where each of
the two forms contact the same rack ele-
mera, but not at a coincident point. We
know that part rotation willcause a con-
tact point to move along the rack element.
so it is a simple solution to find the
amount of rotation, 8, definedin the trans-
verse plane of the known part, which will
bring the two points into coincidence:

tk" = zk 'cosa - xk 0 sina (33)
zm" = zm'» cosJ3-xm'oIKo sinjL(34)
8 .. 2 • 7t • (lm" - lk")/
[L· oosa+ lK" (N/N) 0 L'· co~J3] (35)
zc" = xr" + R • 8· cose; (36)
yc" .. yr" (37)

zc'' .. ik" + .5 .' 8· L '. cosodn (38)
The distance on the rack element

between the contact point with the
known part and the contact point with the
mating part when both. parts are in sta-
tionary mesh in accordance with the
corollary to Theorem A is (zm" - lk").

Point xc", yc", zc" is in the rack axis
system (X", f", Z') where the known pan
contacts the mating part after the rota-
tional adjustment. The xc", yc", zc" array
of points describes the path of contact of
the mating pair. Further, since zc" is usual-
ly zero (see next paragraph), the contact
path usually occupies only the X"-Y'
plane. This i.s very convenient for display-
ing the active mesh of a mating pair on a
computer screen.

When meshing at crossed axes with
tangent pitch cylinders the term zc" is
always zero for any form, involute or
otherwise. When the cylinders are 1100-

tangent, the center distance becomes
greater or less than standard. and zc'
becomes a nonzero constant for involute
forms (plus on one side of the tooth and
minus on the other). For non-involute
forms. zc" becomes a variable. The actu-
al value of zc" depends 00 the amount of
deviation from the standard center dis-
tance and other factors. Geometrically.
this deviationallows the common normal
to inler eel both lines whose end views
are pitch points, a required condition
explained in Part ID. For a pair of non-

CIRCL'E 1124 involute parts meshing at a non-standard
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center distance, each pitch point moves

axially during the mesh, although their

end views do not change.

There are two special cases where one

of the forms is helical and the other spur.

In these cases either Equation 17 or

Equation 24 goes to infinity.
Case 1. Known part is spur. Do not

use Equations 17 or 33 or 35-38.
o :=, -B " (39)
xc" = xk n ••• (40)

ye" = yr" , (41)

ze" = Uti" + lK .' e'.R '.
cosj3/5inj3 , (42)

Case 2. Mating part is spur. Do not
use Equations 24 or 34-38.

o = - [xr" + xm')l(R· cosa) ,.(43)

xc" ""-xm' " " " (44)
yc" = yr". ".." " " " " .." (45)

ze" = tk" - .5 • L '.'
(xr" +xm)/(n·R) ,.,.{46)

F.inalJy, Equations 47-49 convert the

contact point zc'', yc", z.c"lo the known

part axis system, and Equations 50-52
convert it to the mating part axis system.

xc = xc" • cosa - z.e"· sin a (47)
yc = yr" , (48)

zc = xc" • sina + zc" • cosa (49)
xc' = -xc" • cosj3 - y:" ·lK· siJ!lL ..(50)
ye' =ym' , (51.)
zc' = -xc" '·lK'· slly'3+ zc" '. ;oosj3 (52)
Part V-Fill-In and Round-Over
TWo common problems with generated

forms are "fill-in" and "round-over." FiU-
in occurs when you ask for a small root fil-

let. but because of spatial interference

(those points we had to throw out back in
Part m. the generating too produces a
sweeping trochoidal fillet instead. This can

be avoided by reducing the pitch radius so
that the pitch circle passes through the root
fillet. because the least amount of relative
motion occurs at the pitch point. 'This, how-
ever, often leads to the problem of round-
over. Round-over is required whenever the
desired tooth form has a section where the
normal to the surface does not intersect the
pitch circle. It is not possible to generate a
fonn at a point where the normal does not
intersect the pitch circle (because Equation

11 becomes the square root of a negative
number), so the solution must be either to

increase the pitch circle Of to change the
curve of the tooth form (rounding over),

allowing generation to occur.
60 GE .... R TE.CHNOLOGY

The hobbing of a straight-sided spline

provides a perfect. example of both these

problems. When the pressure angle is low
(as in the case of straight-sided splines),

the pitch circle must be large enough to

avoid round-over, but the farther the pitch
circle is from the spline tooth root, the

more fill-in occurs. Often a compromise is
made where the manufacturing form toler"

ance is used to allow incipient round-over
near the tip of the spline, and lugs are

added to the tip of the hob to push tl:Jefil-
let into a groove. Fig. 5 snows a spline
form and the hob tooth that generates it,

Part Vl-Using the Math (If Mesh
The design of parts that mesh with each

other, such as seam rollers and impeller

rotors, can be optimized rapidly by gener-
ating mating forms at varying center dis-

tances and viewing the mesh graphically.

Contact limits can be calculated to find
the required widlh of parts meshing al
crossed axes. These limits also can define

the generating length of a hob. Contact

points and contact limits can be calculated
for gear shaving cutters. which routinely
mesh on crossed axes at non-standard cen-
ter distances.

In addition to the obvious use of the
math to calculate mating fOIIDs, it may
also be used. to determine theamount of
error that occurs when non-involute
forms mesh at changed center distance.
The most common example of this is a
hob designed. to cut an impeller form,

sprocket or a straight-sided spline. As the
hob is sharpened, it runs at a closer and

closer center distance than it was
designed for. By running the hob form
through the mesh math with a reduced
center distance, the actual. part form may

be determined. This can be compared

with the desired part form (u ualJy by
graphical overlay),

Even involute hobs are not totally free
of this problem, Hobs are invariably man-
ufactured wilh straight sides rather than
the curvature required by the involute.
When they are sharpened, they deviate
even further from the theoretical curva-

ture. This error will never be discernible
except in very coarse pitch hobs or multi-

ple start hobs because the involute curva-
ture is so slight on single thread involute

worms with a smallleadldiameter ratio.

Another application i determining the
range of teeth a non-involute hob or
haper cutter can cut. Chain sprockets.

timing belt sprockets and pre-shaved

involute gears are examples of parts

which have hobs or sbaper cutters

designed. fora particular number of teeth.

Mesh math can determine theform that
these tools will produce when they cut a
different number of teeth ..Then a graphic
overlay with the theoretical form will

quickly determine whetherjhe form error
is great enough 'to warrant a new hob or

shape. cutter design.

Yet another use of mesh math is to
determine how close a generated form

will be to the desired form. As a case in
point, consider a toothed ratchet form with
a sharp root fIllet which is to be produced
by hobbing or shaping. The ratchet tooth

form is fed into the mesh math, and the

hob or shaper cutter tooth is output.
Depending on several factors, there will

probably be some unavoidable .10s of
form, which will result in having fill-in at

the ratchet tooth root fillet. Because the
mesh math is reversible, the hob or shaper
cutter geometry form data can be fed
directly back through the system to deter-

mine the actual ratchet tooth form. This
often points to the simple solution of

choosing a smaller pitch radius, or it can
lead to a redesign of the hob as a "mutilat-
ed tooth" hob or an "alternate gash" hob.

The concepts of the rnathematics of

mesh are simple, but they require care in
their application. Neverthele s, a mini-
mally experienced. computer programmer

should be able to make productive use of

these equations. 0

William C. Sm'ith
was employed as Principal Engineer/Scientist at
Barber-Colman Company for many years and is
now self-employed as Q consultant and owner (if
Software Engineering Service, Rockford, lL
He has authored several articles on gear manu-
facturing' and many computer programs in the
area of gear cuttingtool design and mQnufacturt.
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I useful, please circle 213.
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Niagara Gear's new brochure on
precision ground spur, helical
and pump gears details com-
plete capabilities to meet
demanding. close tolerance
requirements, with the fast tum-
around typically associated with
conventional gear manufactur-
ing. For a brochure, or for infor-
mation, contact Niagara Gear
Corporation. 941 Military Road,
Buffalo. NY 14217. Phone: 716-
874-3131, Fax: 71.6-874-9003.
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This sixteen-page brochure
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plete line of Red Ring vertical,
pot, blind spline and surface
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CNC broach sharpening sys-
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broach tools, accessories and
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CIRCLE READER SERVICE #1,60
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HIGH~SPEED SPINDUS
Spindle stiffness, accuracy and
tooling are critical in machin-
ing. Have the spindle designed
for your application. Design
analysis to ensure maximum
life and precision. Patented
designs support our name:
"Rigidity at speed." OUf 60
years of spindle manufacturing
give you world class results.
Colonial Tool Group Inc.
Detroit, MI
313-965-8680
519-253-59H
ClRCl.E READER SERVICE #184
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Gear CUttinDI roo~

LMT-!FHTE
LMT~!Fette hobs give you the
competitive edge you need to
succeed in the gear cutting
industry. At LMT-!Fette we cus-
tom design our hobs to specifi-
cally meet your individual
manufacturing needs. We believe
in working with you side by
side to ensure total optimiza-
tion in your nabbing process.
For a hob that's a cut above the
rest, LMT-Fette is sure to have a
hob perfect for you.

CIRCLE READER SERVICE #188

B'ROACHIES s
SPUNE RACKS

CNC manufacturing and innov-
ative designs ensure the highest
quality broach tools and spline
rolling racks consistently and
on time! We customize all our
tools to your application.
Complete in-house heat treat-
ment allows ultimate control.
Turnkey machine setups!
broaches/spline roIling racks
and precision machine spindles.
HELICAL BROACHES TOO!

CIRCL'E READER SERV,ICE #1:85

'NIEW GAGE.-O-MATliC
Manufactured Gear & Gage,
now in its 10lh year of produc-
ing its highly accurate, easy-to-
use gear measuring instruments,
will introduce an improved
Gage-O-Matic™ Gear Mea-
suring Instrument at AGMA
Gear Expo. The unit eliminates
the mechanical handle, signifi-
cantly improving accuracy,
repeatability and reliability. It
includes updated computer inter-
facing and a rock-solid base.
Phone (631) 377·2496
Fax (630) 377·2546.
CIRCLE READER SERVICE #169

DURA-BAR
Continuous cast iron from
Dura-Bar performs like free-
machining steel but with 10%
less weight. And Dura-Bar's
superior vibration-dampening
characteristics make for quieter
running gears. Available in
diameters from 5/8"-20" and
lengths of 6'-20'. Contact DUra-
Bar at 800-227-6455.

CIRCLE. READER S.ERVICE 11187'

OIt MIST/S.M01KIE/DUST
COLLECTOR

The GA-1400 Oil Mist/Smoke!
Dust Collector is designed for
direct source capture of various
nuisance or hazardous airborne
contaminants. Can be usee! any-
where CNC machining, metal
turning, wet drilling, grinding
or welding are performed.
Gardner Environmental. Prod-
ucts, 1201 West Lake Street.
Horicon, WI 53032. For more
information Of literature, call
(800) 558-8890 or fax (414)
485-4370.

CIRCLE REA'DER SERVICE #189
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GEAR HONING MACHIN1S,
-Direct honingafler hobbing
and heat treating.

Hard Broaching Machines
-Remova] of heat 'treat distortion
from splines. keyways. or inter-
nal diameters.
DillmondWbeel Dressing Devices
-Dressing of rack profiles into
gear grinding worm wheels.

Diamond loolingl
-Gears,. profiling wheels, broecbes,

For more information:
Phone: 414-2'55·0695

Fax: 414-255-9676
CIRCLE REcAJ)EA:SERViICE'190

~'

GEA!R GiRllNDllNIG- -PACKAGE -
Do you want to tum your ur-
face grinder into a gear/spline
grinder? Retrofit il with a
Normae gear grinding package.
The package consists of II

Normae CNC grinding wheel
profiler, Lehmann CNC index-
ing head and custom Normae
profile grinding software for
external spur gears and splines.

OIRCLE IREADER SER,vmE 1t191
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INDUCTIO:N FIXTURES

The LR-PAK data, sheet de-
scribes induction lift rotarefix-
tures useful for heat treating
parts such as transmission D.D.
races" LD. cams, hubs, spindles,
C.V.joints and gears. LR-PAK-.S
are completely assembled and
intercon nected,

AJax Magnethermic Corp.
1745 OvrLand Avenue
Warren, 08 44482
800-547-1527
Fax: 330-372-8608

CIRCLE IREADER SERVICEfII1117
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HOW TO ESTABUSH
A PRESENCE ON
THE GEAR INDUSTRY
HOMEPAGPM

DOUBLE. FLANK GEAR
- -ROU TES,TERS

ew color brochure offers
descriptions and specifications
of MaIlr DF[ Series gear mea-
surement instruments and
Win Geare, Windowss-based
te t and evaluauon software.
Syslem provides automatic,
push-button measurement and
lest analysis to Dm, [So. and
AGMA standards. Mahr
Corporation, 11435 Williamson
Rd.. Cincinnati, DH 45241.
Phone: 1-800-969-133 L fax:
5.13-489-2020.
'CIRCLIE READER SERVtCE '194

IEXACT GEA!R
MEASUREMENTS

Whatever your requirements ,.
D.1G.l.T. can custom-design a
measuring system to accurately
determine exact pitch diameter
of internal or external splines,
helical gears or spur gears. All
gauges come with custom-
designed measuring probes and
mandrels and easy to follow
programming instructions. Call
5[3-746-3800 or fax 51.3-746-
5103 for our brochure,

MemberAGMA
CIRCLE READER SERVICE 1156

GE.ARCHECKER
Moore Products' Universal
Center Distance Gear Checker
permits easy monitoring of tight-
mesh gear characteristics. Ad-
justable system promotes quick
changeover; one gage inspects
all parts. Advanced software
permits quantitative analysis.
provides process control and
statistIcal analysis reports. Pro-
duces wide range of results
including runour, sectional
runout, average and maximum
tooth-to-tooth action and more.

CIRCLE REcADERSERVICE .162

CYB'ERSPACE IS, ICAIlLlNG
A Company Page in The Gear
lnduslry Home Page Internet
Buyers Guide leI you sell your
products or ervices (0 gear
industry CEDs. enginee.rsand
managers around the world. This
is the best Internet deal around.
Can 847-437-6604 for It FREE
brochure or send e-mail to
people@geartechnolo/?y.com.

CIRCLE REcADER SERVICE 1275

ICOlD·FORMING
SPUN-E. ROlUNG RACKS,
The be t tool life give, you low-
est cost per piece. Colonial Tool
Group Inc. has been manufactur-
ing cold-forming racks for over
30 years. OUf library allows liS

to de 19l1and build your tools
right the first time. The complete
manufacturing process is done
in-house. including engineering
and heat treat.
Colonial Tool Group Inc.
Detroit, MI
(3]3) 965-8680
Fax: (519) 253-59l.1

C~IRCLE READER: SERVICE 1186,
SEP'TEl\4eeR/OCTOBER 1 g97 63

mailto:people@geartechnolo/?y.com.


SOLID CARBIDE AND HSS (IM42)
Class AAA, AA or A ground form-24t.o .250 DR Standard
and non-standard -to all current U.S. and Eur·opean
specifications. TIN coating and stock hobs available. Write
for our free brochure.

~,,~~a ~.~~'~..I ,INDUSTRIES"'4'~r-I--v-tlf"'lliiiiiiiij - INC.
1650 Syc<!moreAve.. Bohemia, NY 11716

51'6-567-1000·' FAX' 516-567-1355
.ALSO MASTER GEAAS.AND SPLINE GAGES

SEE US ATAGM'A. GEAR EXPO BOOTH 1132 CIRCLE. 127

,SIPIRAL BIEVEL GEAR,S,

Spiral & Straight Bevel! Gear Manufacturing.
Commen:ial to aircrattqua'iity gea~ing.

Spur,.helicall, splined .shafts, internall & external.
shaved &. gro,und gears. S;piral beveiligrinding.

MiI·I-452D11 • Mil-STD-45662,SPC

M~=I~~~§r •.'i.'I:I'':r.iss
26069 Groesbeck Hwy. (SIO} ns·1580

Warren. MI! 48089' FAX (81101716-.2322

crRCLE11
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___ II TECHNICAL CALEN,DAR _
AGMA. GEAII: SCHOOL

The AGMA Train_ing School (or Gear Manufacturing
is held at Daley College. Chicago,lI.. This one-week course
is designed for employees with a least ix months' experience
in setup 01" machine operation, and it covers setup, gear
inspection. gear calculations and ba ic gearing principles.
The curriculum includes both elas room and hands-on train-
ing in hobbing. haping and inspection, The remainmg ses-
sions tor 1997 will be held Sept. 22-26 and Nov. ]7-2L

For more information, contact Susan Fentress at AGMA.
Phone 703-684·0.2.11, fax 70.3·684·0242, Send e-mail to
agma@clark.nel or log on to www.agma.org.

O,THER:iEVEINTS IDF IINTE:REST
Sept. 4-5. Metalworking Software' Expo '97. Chicago

Marriott O'Hare, Chicago, lL. This exhibition will display
the late t oftware and hardware for job shop involved in
production machined parts. screw machine parts, dies and
molds, fabricated parts and assemblies, stampings, castings,
die castings, forgings, fasteners, springs, metal finishing and
heat treating. Software applicanons include CAD/CAM and
engineering sy terns, integrated management y terns, office
automation, data collection, CNC machine control ystems,
quality ma.nagement systems and pecial .application soft-
ware. Contact Michelle Jenkin at Gardner Management
Services, ~-800·950-8977 or fax 513-527-8950. .

GEAII NOISE ICOURSES
Sept. 9-11_ 'Gear Noise Short Course (Basic) ..Ohio State

University. This course will cover how gear design pasame-
ters and manufacturing errors aHecl. noise, Principles of gear
transmissien error. methods of predicting such error, gear
system dynamics,gear rattle and advanced signal processing.
The course is designed for engineer and technicians i.n the
automotive. lran portation, machine tool. process machinery •
.aircraft, appliance, general manufacturing and gear manufac-
turing industries. Appropriate for gear designers with little
knowledge of noise analysis and noise specialists with no
prior ILnowledgeof gears ..

Sept. Hi-17. Gear Noise Short 'Course (Adv.onced).
Tills two-day session is for those who have previously com-
pleted the b ic gear noise course. It will include workshop.
and Iecmre 011 advanced topic : i.e., computer modeling,
transmission error prediction, general system dynamies.bear-
ing and ea lng dynamics. acoustic radiation, advanced signal
proces ing, 'etc.

For registration information about both courses, call
Martha Leming at 614-29'2-2226 or e-mail her at
leming.i@osu.edu.

Sell,t. 14-18. 17th ASM O'eat Treasmg Socidy
Conference & !Exposition. This event will cover every
aspect. of heat treating-equipment, processes, microstruc-
tures, properties, control of distortion, quality and cleaning.
In addition tothe programs and presentation • some 250
exhibitors win demonstrare products. and answer questions
regarding equipment, processes, supplies and services, Call
800·ASM-4HTS (216-338-5151 xS900 outside U.S.), fax

mailto:agma@clark.nel
http://www.agma.org.
mailto:leming.i@osu.edu.


•••••• TECHiNICAL CALENDA_R ••• _
216-338-4634, e-mail Mem-Serv@po.as.m-imi.org or log on
to www.asm-intl.orglevenI971.

Sept. IS-HI. MechanCAD. Ramada Congress Hote],
Chicago, IL. Billed as the PC-Based Mechanical Design
Conference, this, ympo ium offers a 'erie of eminars, class-
es and demo session: designed to provide training for drafters,
designers and engineer using PC-based mechanical design
software. Cover a variety of subjects including data
exchange, virtual. and rapid prototyping, engineering drawing
and document management systems, collaboration on
ietranets and the Internet, finite element analysis, product data
management and more. For more .informalion, cal] 800-789-
2223, fax 972-385-9003 or log 011 to www.mechancad.com.

Sept. 22-24. Techn.ology 2007 Cenventlon &
Exposition. Hynes Convention Center, Boston, MA.
Sponsored by NASA, NASA Tech Briefs and The Technology
Utilization Foundation, this convention is for engineers. sci-
entists, managers •.developers and entrepreneurs who need to
stay an the cutting edge of technology development and/or
who are looking for commercial partners. For more informs-
cion, call 21.2490-3999 or check: the convention Web site at
www.nasatecli.comlt2006.

Sepia.. 30-Oct. 1. Wisconsin Manufacturing & TooE
Expo, Wisconsin State Fair Grounds, W,est Allis, M ..This
show will be of interest to. companies who market metal cut-
ting and forming equipment tooling accessories, CAD/CAM,
quality contrcl, and manufacturing software and systems ..Call
414-367-5500. or fax 414-367-9956 for more information,

Oct. 1-3. Bevel, Gear Course. University Center for
Continuing Educariun, UW-Milw.aukee. Milwaukee. WI.
Three-day seminar covering bevel gear design, application
and use is aimed at the gear II er, designer and beginning-to-
intermediate gear technologist. Emphasi . is on the proper
selection. design, application. qc, assembly. installation and
maintenance of bevel gear systems. For more information.
call Valerie Jordan. 414-228-3167. send an e-mail message to
vjordall@csd.ulVm.edu or log 0.11 to www.uwm.eduIDeptiCCEE.

SME. CONfERENCES
Oct. 2], Plastic Gearing Clinic. Detroit Crowne Plaza

Hotel, Detroit. MI. nne-day seminar on de igning gears with
plastics.

Octob r 22-23. Gear Metrology Cllnie, Detroit. Crowne
Plaza Hotel, Detroit. Ml. Both of the e conferences are spon-
sored by the 5MB. For more iruonnation. call Susan Hunt at
SME headquarters, 3B-271-1.500 x352, fax 313-271-2661.
e-mail hmus£ls@sme.o.rg or log on to www.sme.org.

Nov. 9-11. A.GMA FaD Technical Meeting. San. Diego.
CA. Presenrations on a variety of gear subjects by experts
from around the world ..For more information, contact AOMA
at 703~684-021 L fax 703-684-0242, e-mail. agma@dark.llet
or Jog all to wWl-l-',agma.o'rg.

Till Us WIllI You TIIIaIc •..
If you found this article of interest and/or useful, plelsl circle 215.

EXAICT & REIPEATABILE
GEA.R DATA

No set-up or master required, IPCbased SPC p'rogr,am
available or RS-232 port. Precision Tungsten Carbide
halts or plins for meximumaecuracv. Robust con-
structiol1-Eachgauge custom built Over/under digi-
tal display wI inch or mrn conversion.

IPHONE O:R FAX FOR, BROCHURE OR D:EMO

Member ,of AGMA
IP.O.Box 367 • Springboro, OH 45066 I. Fax: 5131146-5103

I IPhone: 513/746-3800- E-mail: digil.@erinetcom II

SEe us AT AGM~ IGEAREXPO BOOTiH #334 'CIRCLE 157

IHydraulic Expansion Arbors

Now we show you
what you can't slee.

oooIamInallon. !II.

rNint.N.nce "" 1OI1!IIy
,tIICIOMd ChaInb9r s)'Sl&m
,~~Iree
cp&raJIon,

Pressure
PI Yef'lI' hIgIIlmer ~re
'slnitohM 1M ·SI8111ooncenlrbll1.
~ 1M ~ pI'I(IIAIy

MQAIy:.

Wear Resistance

SI**II 0!!I!IiI9 -aVllilllblit ~ 1070 HRC
wIW:h InSt.n ., long
1IRnII.

Precision
,., TIFI ,of <.CXl012'
guIli'8lllees pred!se
workpiece clamptIg Iotr
gnodlng, shalJMH1lng.
IUIfII"II.mIlN"II,
11n$peC1lon. bakvIcIng
and IIxIuriI1lJ.

W rranty
s;:;;:im .sse .Iboni
__re lIUIl-ran:lwci lor'
)'IIU- 00' 100,000'
1iCIlaJIQns,

Tell 9191.512 2705 • FIll: 919.512.2818,
2UKllyllMllDIMI .1 ~NC. 2'1560

SEE US AT AGMA GEAR IEXPO BOOTH fi31 CIRCLE 153
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1 Dn 651
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TG350E eNC Thread G·rinding
Machine
Advanced Thread Milling Centres
Complete Tool Profile Management

• Advanced Measurement Systems
• Tool Design Software
• Conturo ...Automatic Deburring

Centre
• Sub-Contract Rotor and Worm

Gear Manufacturing FacUity

HOLROYD- The Renold Centre ofExcellence
CIRCLE 121

•..
O~

Inll. Headqua.rtell's:Harbour Lane North,
Milnrow, Rochdale OL1,63lQ. England

Telephone:' (44) 01706 526590
Telex: 1635772Holryd G Fax: (44) 011106 353350

USA Office: RLH Associates, lnc., P.O. Box 807.3302 Hwy. 74 West Unit C, Monroe, NC 28111
Telephone: (704) 282-4895 Fax: (704) 289·9147



_______ IP,RODUCT NIEWS •

Welcome to 'OUI Product News paga. Herel we feature, -ew products oE inter,est 10 the
gear and Iguar products; markets., 101ge& OfU' information 'on t!hesu ilums, p'lessul eirele
the Reader SelV,ic:e Number:5 ,own.

•

New Surface Measurling
Instruments f"om Z,eiss

Cad Zei ,[MT Corp. has Introduced
the TSK ' urfeom BOA and Swfcom
480A urfaee measuring in trument for
use in production. The BOA i !II

portable and compact high.preci ion
roughnes measuring sy tern for evalu-
ation and display of surface parameters,
It has astraighrnes accuracy of 0..3 JILDl
over 30 mm and a traverse range of 30
mm. H. is operated with a touch-screen
keyboard on a 6.5" color LCD display.
The Surfcom 480A adds a control unit
to the 130A. allowing for automatic or
joystick operation.

eire' 300

New,Age iLab BO'SS® Brinell Scanner
NewAge Industries. lnc .• announces

the redesign of the Lab BOSS Brineli
S anning System. Software fo.rthe
benchtop Lab BOSS i lIl.owavailable in
Window 3.x. Wmdow '95 and Win-
dow NT-ba ed oftware and has
improved capability fOli setting up [lew
!liIes and parameters, storing data and
calibration routines. Hardware has also
been improved, with a smallerfootprim
scan head and a snap-on attachment that

make the base of the scan be d wider
For testing when the test specimen con-
figuration permits ..For use in a factory
environment. the Lab BOSS ha a
mobile enclosure that can seal the com-
puter while till providing good visibil-
ity and operabiHty.

C.ircle 30E

New Digita'l Uneal Gage
Ono Sokki Technology, Inc. intro-

duces the 00-525 digital linear gage for
measuring dimensions.uhicknes • cur-
vature, eccenmcuy, displacement,
height, depth, Raine . variation, runout,
roundness, eli tortion and deflections. h
can at 0 be u ed for load and pre ure
in pection application . The company
ays it performs accurate nn asurement

to 0.0005 mm (0,,(10002") throughout it
full 25 mm measuring range. The indi-
eater features one-revolutionTIR. 10

obtain simultaneous maximum, mini-
mum and range values with only one
weep. I[ also offers an adju table mea-
wing force for taking aecar te mea-
uremerus on fragile or compre sible

materials. The 00·525 has an ouiput
peed of approximately 1.6 msrdata and

is compatible with every major SPC
data acquisition system.

eird 302

GROUND

The ,alnswer for your
m.ost dem'andin,g
'g:ear appUcations.
For today's tighter specs, conYl!nt,ional
gear manufacturing methods just
don't eut lit.
Niagara Gear does.
As ground gear specialists., we use
the latest grinding wheel technologies
and a'lll elect'ronlc ~ishauer gear -
grinders to meet. even the' most
demanding close-tolerance gear
requiremeilts. -
Our ,ground spur and helkal gears
give you:
• Over 30% more load capacity than

commercial quality gears
• Higher gea.r quality-up, to AGMA

Class 15 with crowning
• Quieter operation
• Uniform tooth profi~
• Less scrap, no hand sorting and

l'O'IYercost
More than 80% ,of our eustemers are
Fortune' 500 companies, Let us quote
on your next gear requirement and
you'll see why.

FAX: 0116) 87,4-90Q3
941 lMiIIltIl)' ROII.d • Bu HI'lo, N¥ 14217

TEL:(nS) 874-3H~

GROUND ,GEAR:
SPECIAU5T5

'CIRCLE 151
SePT!M! II/OCTOBER IUT 61'



• Automatic grind pregrams for straight, helix
and cylindrical operations.

• Two or three NCcontrolled axes,
• AC servo motors on aU NC axes,
• 8 mechanical axes of movement.
• Menu driven for easy operation.
• Memory for hundreds of programs.
• Probe System las standard) to teach-in

Helix or Gash.
• Twin grinding spindle with electronic

speed variator for spindle rpm.
• 18050 Workhead standerd.
• Heavy Hood coolant system.
• Grinds hobs, end mills, milling & shaping cutters,

~-""'T",_~",.. ~.,..,.;, .

"'".,
Maximize Productivity witl, Grinding Tec1mology from. Colonial Saw!

Colunial Sa.w Company, Inc, 1'00Pembroke St, PO Box A, Kingston, MA 02364
TEL 617-585-4.364or 888-777-2719 • FAX 617-585-9375· E-MAIL sales@csaw.com

SEE US AT AGMA G!EAREXPO iBOOTH #738
68 (lEAR TECHNOLOGY
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__ PRODUCT NEWS __ I

New Magnifie.rs.
Comparators &, Miomscopes

GEl International introduces a range
of precision 7x. and lOx measuring mag-
nifiers and comparators. with inter-
changeable glass measuring reticles for
the accurate inspection and measure-
ment of dimensions as small as 0.005".
Five styles of reticles are supplied for a
wide variety of applications, including
measuring inches, millimeters, angles,
hole sizes, radii, etc, The magnifiers
incorporate a four-element achromatic
color-corrected lens system and an
adjustable helicoid focusing ring.

The company also has introduced a
precision 20x microscope specificaJly
designed for Brinell hardness testing. The
Model IvINS-0300 is designed to mea-
surelhe impression made by a ball bear-
ing in a surface for Brinell hardness mea-
surements •.and it may also be used fOT
general shop applications requiring close
inspection and. precise measurements, It
measures 6.3" high and 1.38" in diameter.
with a field-of-view of 7.2 mm.

Circle .303

Send your new Ip.roduct
releases to:
Gear Technology
1401 Lun! .A.venue,
Elk. Grove Viillag,e, IL 60007
Fax: 847'~431~6618:.

Tell Us What You Think ...
If you found this article of interest and/or
useful, please circle 216.

mailto:sales@csaw.com


ITR,UE D'IMENSION GEAR INSPECTION

Provides actual over
ball/pin measurment
of any helical or spur
gear Of spline without
the need of costly
setting master.

Ataka Group •. Atah 'Machinery Co., ILtd.• Ataka Engineeringl Co., Iltd.
Phone (81)-'52-112·!D690. Fax. (81)·52·112·0692

e-.mail:ataka@mxb.meshnet.or.jp

Provides vital S.P~C.
information.

'9'" O.D ..
S"I.D.

851 OHIO PIKE" CINCINNATI, OHIO 45245 • (5,13),752-6000 ,. FAX (513) 752·5599

CIRCLE 155
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Spilrall Cutter Sharpening Machine NC'G-1Z51205
Advanced, IFully Automatic, 'Multi·Purpose, 5.Axis eNC Iirindingl Machine
• Full amomatic cyclll w'ith 8momatic cutter positioningl device
• Power clampinllior easy load/unload
• Easy setup' minimizes downtime
• Also sharpens conitl'el. helical pinion and revacycle ,cutters·

Rack Mining Machine NR-8LL
3-Axis eNC Controlled Machine
• TItls. maclline can, ,eutllle works 'lInder Ilf,ge Slocl! removal and large
leeds with amomalic cutting cycle by pre-seHinglhe cutting data ..

SEE BOT:H MACHINES AT 'GEAR EXPO '917 (DETROIiTl

SEE US AT AGMA GEA'R:EXPD BDOTHI#250
SEPTEMB'ERIOCTOBER 1991 69

CIRCLE 148
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SERVICE

GEAR TOOTHI GR,liNmNG
S;pur • He'lieal

• Herringbone (with groove)'
Capacity UPI to 63" 0.01

••

1 D.P.• 16" face

AGMA Cenification Inspection

Delivery to Meet Your Requirements

Midwest Gear Corp'.
,2182 E. Aurora Rd.

Twinsburg. OH 44087
Phone 216-425-4419

FaJl 216-425-8600

Dir'ect your inquiries to'
Ron IHumph~ev. General Manager

CIRCLE 173
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I HEAT TREATING

Cont,our Induction
Hardening Speciiallists

Spur, helical and bevel gears
Our gear hardeninq 'equipment
includes 3 NATCO submerged
process machines and 4 AJAX
eNe-controlled gear scanning
machines. We can tool to meet
any production need. Call for a
company brochure.

American Meta:1 Trea'ting Company
1043 East 62nd Street
Cleveland, DH 44103

(21!61431!-4492
Fax: (216)431-1508

CIRCLE 174

GEAR TOOTH
GRINDING SERVICES

• Cost effective qear tooth grinding
specialists

• Gear manufacturers are, our only
customers

• Prototype and production quantities
• Capacity to 27.5' P,D" 3.5 0, P.
• Able to match delivery to your

requirements
• All service to AGMA standards with

Certified Gear Inspection Equipment

PFAUTER-MAAG
CUTTING TOOLS

LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

PRO~GEAR COMPANY, INC.
23 Elick Hoad Depew, NY 14043

Phone (716) 684-3811
Fax (716) 684-7717

PFAUTER-MAAG CUTTING TOOLS
1351 Windsor Road. P.O. Box 2950

Loves Park, IL 61132-2950
Phone (815) 877-8900
Fax (815) 877-0264

CIRCLE 177
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SERVICE
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ALUED GEAR COMPAiNY
kll.badV.Ut3 ab

c?ut looth. CJtat3 lim! 2ptlXiefJ
Spur and helical gears to 80" O,iD, and
11/4DP.
Bevel gears to 36" 0.0. and 11 1/2DP,
Internal gears to 36' P.O, and 3 DP,
Worm gears to 48" Q,D, and: 2 DP.
Sprockets to. 80" 0,0. and: 2 1{2" pitch.
Spline shafts to 120."long,
Crown shaving to 2.4"0.0.,
Geartooth grinding to 24"0,0. and .2. n,p'
Thread grinding to 14" 0,0. and 40" long,
Internal and external cylindrical grinding,

Callifor our brochure
Phone 773-287-8742, • Fax 773-287-4720

HOB SiH!ARP'EN,IN'G
(6112)425-5247

HSS& Carbide up to 5" Dia.
Straight Gash.

Sharpened & Inspected
Per AGMA STANDARDS

Ouick rurnaro,und

CIRCLE 193

KORO SHARPENIN,G, SERVI'CE
9530 - 85TH AVENUE NO. • MAPLIE

GROVE, MN 55369

CIRCLE,192

Rates-Line Classified: $35 per line, 8 lines per inch, $270 minimum. Classified Display (3" min.): tX-$585, 3X-$545, 6X-$515.

Additional per inch: lX-$195, 3X-$185, 6X-$175,. Gear Technology will set type to advertiser's layout or design a classified ad at no extra

charge. Payment: Full payment must accompany classified ads. Send check or Visa/Mastel'CardJ American Express number and expiration date

to Gear Technology, P.O. Box 1.426, Elk Grove Village, IL 60009. Agency Commission: No agency commission on classified ads, Materials

Deadline: Ads must be received by the 20th of the month, two months prior to publicazion, Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right to accept

or reject classified advertisements at his discretion.
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SOFT\VARE

DIOIN'T GE,T
LE,FT BEHIIND!

S:OFTWA'RE THlAT'
CALCULATES SPIRAl GEAR

SEnINGS IIINIHOUS:E.
USING YOUR
INVENTOR,V:

LOOK FOR lOUR IBOOTIH
AT ,GEAR EXPO '91.

11El.P \VANTED

SALE.S, ENGINEER
Koepfer, a family-owned busines: . has
provided gear hobbing machine. and
teots for over [25 years. Thi unique
company is seeking a .'pecial person with
goodlechnical,. sale and communication
kills. Travel is required. Respon ibilifies

will include preparation of machine and
cutting tool proposals. as well as tele-
phone and direct customer contact All
applications will be treated with confi-
dence. Please send or fax resume:

Koepfer America. L.L.C.
635 Schneider Drive
South Elgi n, It 60 I.77
Telephone: 847-93·1-4121
Fax: 847-'93[-41.92

com.

GEAR SPEC[ALI' T
MPC Products, a leader in aerospace 5e'1'\'D-

controlled actuation s.yMems. is ~Iting II
gear de igner with experience in multiple
horsepower transmi ssions, Candidate must
have al least five y·ears of experience
designing gear trains which tran mil 10-
100 horsepower. Knowledge .of !ll1I.lcrial!>,
lubrication, gear geDID tty. sires analysis,
bearing anillysi and gear failure mode all
required for the ideal applicant. Position
w.ill be designing gell.r trains in onlR&D
eavironmenr fOE eventual applications Oil

'flight control surface ppticatlons. .sSM
requ ired. Please send resumes to the address
below. E·mai1 to: jmzyl'r@mpcproti14ClS.com
or fUJI!o 847·673-7144.

-.. -. -- -- . - MPC Products~ m 17!? 560(1 W. J3I'\'i5 Ave.
\..)'U'1l'.JL. JC7 Niles. Il'f:l:n 14

Gllr Mlcllinl ReplilllUln -
Experienced troubleshooter lor machani-
cal and hydraulic renairs, Knowledge of
electrical systems desirable. No travel.

Sal" Coonlinator/Allociltl T:-rainll -
We need an ambltlousself,sl rter with
some familiarity with gear machines, their
looling and accessories to fill this job.
Plenty of room for advancement

Friendly work environment at our eonve-
nient northwest suburban ChicagoloclI.·
tlon. Prafit sharing, health insurance.

Cadillac Mlchinery Co. Inc.
1401 Lunl. Avenul
IElk GrDIII, IL IliOOOl

Fu your resume to 847·437'-661B.



Gear Technology's bimonthly aberration - gear trivia, humor, weirdness and oddments for the edification and
amusement of our readers. Contributions are welcome.

Gears in Sneakers

....... ave over, Michael Jordan..'r While the Addendum staff i
l~ as proud as any other

........ Chicagoans of our unbeata-
Bulls, we confess to a soft spot in our
hearts for the hometown's other cham-
pionship basketball team: The Chicago
American Gears.

That's right, the Gears.

The Chicago American Gears played
in the National Basketball League dur-
ing the late 1940 . They were led by tar
center George Mikan and player-coach
Bobby McDermott to their only cham-
pionship in 1947. The story of the Gears
ls told in The Dynasty That Never Was.
a book by Richard F. T~ipIOW, who
played for the Gears for three seasons.

Mow Does a Team IGet INamed
The Gears?

The team was founded, owned and,

for a while, coached by Maurice A.
White, owner of the American Gear and

Manufa.cturing Company in Chicago.
This was in the early days when the
National Basketball League, one of the
precursors of the modern NBA. was
struggling to make :its transition from an
industrial league to' a professional one
with team like the Oshko h .AU-Stars,
the Indianapolis Kaurskys and the
Roche ter Royals. When you think
about it, wouldn't you rather cheer for

the Gears than the Kautskys?

"And [say you calf afford it!"

n GEAR TECHNOLOGY

The 'Gears existed as a team from
l 944, when White obtained 'the fran-

chise, until 1947. Their short three-year
tenure was filled with controversy,
drama and even a little bit of success,

White was a bit of a basketball rebel

right from the start. He was used to
being in charge and applied his own par-

ticular style of management to his team.
For example, in order to keep the fans

interested and the game fast-paced, he
reportedly offered his players an incen-
tive program that. included bonuses of
$5 for each field goal and $2 for each

free throw.
But the learn didn't really take off

until 1946, when While decided to
spend what was then a small fortune to

sign college basketball's greatest tar,
DePaul University'S George Mikan, to a
five-year, $60,000 deal.

Then as now, professional athletics
was about big money and big egos.
When White abruptly cut four of tile
Gears players, including Joe Mik.an. the
star center's brother; George quit the
Gears, filed a lawsuit against the team
and sat out for six weeks of the season.

Without Mikan, things looked dismal

for the Gears. But during MLKan'S hold-
out, White acquired player-coach
Bobby McDermott, who was in his own
right one of the game's biggest stars.

After Mikan's and the team's lawyers
worked things out, Mikan returned to
finish out the season. With the added

help of McDennott, the Gears went on
to win 17 of their la t 23 game to make
the playoffs.

The Gears charged through the play-
offs, defeating Indianapolis in the first
round, Oshkosh in the eeond round and
Rochester in the final roued to gain the

NBL title.
But White wasn't content with a

championship. Based 011 the success of
his learn and the status of his two stars,

DURllNGi TIHE:
LATE 1940S..

he tried to. leverage his way into a posi-
tion as league president. When Ihi
attempt failed, he set out to form his
own professional basketball league,

with the Gears as [he centerpiece team
and himself as league president.

Unfortunately for White and the
Chicago American Gears, the new
Professional Basketball League of

America folded just one month into the
]947-48 season .. Miffed at White's

audacity. the NBL refused to accept lh
Gears back. as a team. A special draft
was held and each player went to

another team.
Today, the Gears are a scarcely

remembered footnote in basketball his-
tory. But the Addendum staff can 'I help
wondering if it isn't time for a revival.
Somewhere out there, there must be
another Maurice White, the owner of a
successfulgear manufacturing company
wllo's wiI1ing to buy an NBA franchise.
We can almo t see the brightly colored
'Gears logo. Sign us up for season tick-
ets. We'll be in the front row.

The Addendometer: If vou've fcarl ttus
far all the page ami enjoyed It. pluasu
circle 225.

-- - --



Come Visit Us and See OUR Gear Show
We, Welcome Our eo",pefitors
Catch ,us on theweh at www.fcgear..com

____________ 7~_· _

FOR'EST CITV GEAR

117115 IMainl Street .-w:1.1
P.O. 80)[,80
Roscoe, illinois 61'07,3-0080
811!1... 23~2188
IFax 815 ..623-06820
CIRCLE 138

TIle "'N'fMofI=m .FltJe =nd MedIum
PItr:h ,Gear Job Shop In theWoridl

I 1·1

http://www.fcgear..com



